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ABSTRACT
Structural Studies of a Mammalian Epithelial Calcium Channel
Kei Saotome
Calcium plays an essential role in the physiology and biochemistry of many biological
functions, including excitation-contraction coupling, neuronal signaling, and fertilization. In
mammals, the calcium content in various tissues, organs, and cell types is tightly regulated to
maintain homeostasis. A chief process controlling calcium levels is absorption of the ion from
the lumen by epithelial cells that line organs including the intestines and kidney. Calcium entry
at the apical membrane constitutes the first step of epithelial calcium absorption. Two highly
calcium-selective transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV) channels, TRPV5 and TRPV6,
are the pore-forming subunits responsible for epithelial calcium entry in kidney and intestine,
respectively. Genetic knockout of TRPV5 or TRPV6 in animals leads to phenotypes related to
defective calcium homeostasis, including lowered serum calcium levels, decreased calcium
absorption, reduced bone density, impaired sperm motility, and decreased maternal-fetal
calcium transfer. In humans, aberrant TRPV5/6 expression is associated with preeclampsia
and calcium nephrolithiasis (kidney stones). Additionally, TRPV6 expression level is
upregulated in carcinomas of prostate, colon, breast, thyroid, and ovary, suggesting a role for
TRPV6 in cancer survival.
A detailed understanding of epithelial calcium entry is hindered by a lack of highresolution structural information on intact channels. This dissertation presents structural
analyses of the epithelial calcium channel TRPV6. We applied modern membrane protein
screening and expression techniques, including fluorescence-detection size exclusion
chromatography

(FSEC)

and

baculovirus

mediated

mammalian

cell

transduction

(BacMam), to identify optimal TRPV6 constructs and purification schemes for crystallization.
Using a surface mutagenesis approach guided by lower-resolution structural solutions, we
engineered a rat TRPV6 mutant (TRPV6cryst) that permitted solving a 3.25 Å resolution crystal
structure. We used fluorescent calcium indicator assays to show that TRPV6cryst retains the
permeation and ionic block properties of the wild type channel.
The tetrameric structure of TRPV6cryst reveals a transmembrane domain architecture
similar to voltage gated ion channels, with the ion conducting pore coincident with the overall
four-fold symmetry axis. A ring of aspartate (D541) residues, shown in previous studies as a
critical determinant of calcium selectivity, forms a narrow constriction at the extracellular pore
entrance, or selectivity filter. Methionine (M577) side chains in the lower portion of the channel
pore plug the conduction pathway and define the closed state of the channel. The ankyrin
repeat domain, linker domain, N-terminal helix, and C-terminal hook form an intracellular skirt
surrounding a cavity that lies beneath the pore axis. Close interactions between these
domains, in large part mediated by the N-terminal helix, suggest that they are involved in
allosteric modulation or concerted movements associated with channel activation. To shed
light on the structural bases of permeation and ionic block, we cocrystallized TRPV6cryst with
the permeant cations Ca2+ and Ba2+, and the channel blocker Gd3+. We identified binding sites
for these cations by exploiting their anomalous scattering properties. On the basis of the
cation-binding sites, we propose a permeation mechanism in which cations are recruited
toward the pore by electronegative side chains in the extracellular vestibule, followed by
sequential binding at least three binding sites along the central pore axis. Ca2+ selectivity is
apparently achieved by high-affinity binding to the ring of D541 side chains in the selectivity
filter. Gd3+ blocks permeation by similarly binding to the D541 ring and outcompeting ions of
lesser charge. The results described in this dissertation provide a structural framework to
further

study

mechanisms

of

epithelial

calcium

entry

in

health

and

disease.
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CHAPTER 1.
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Calcium homeostasis
Calcium is the fifth most abundant element in the human body (after oxygen, carbon, hydrogen
and nitrogen) and the most abundant metal. Approximately 1 kilogram is present in the
average adult, with >99% being stored in bone in the form of calcium phosphate1. The
remaining ~10 g of calcium in the body is tightly regulated. In serum, the total concentration is
maintained at ~2.4 mM with ~45% protein-bound, ~10% in complex with anion, and ~45% in
ionized form1,2. Inside the cell, free calcium concentration in the cytoplasm is maintained at a
basal concentration of ~100 nM, and significant amounts of calcium are stored inside
organelles such as the endoplasmic or sarcoplasmic reticulum3. The dynamic exchange of
calcium in between the extracellular milieu and intracellular stores is orchestrated by various
membrane channels and pumps, as well as cytosolic calcium-binding proteins. This molecular
choreography allows calcium ions to play the role of signaling molecule and regulate many
physiological processes, including neurotransmitter release, excitation contraction coupling,
cell motility, and gene expression3.
Regulation of the body’s calcium content and distribution, or calcium homeostasis, is a
complex process involving various organs, cell types, proteins, and hormones1.

Serum

calcium concentration can be increased in three ways: 1) absorption of dietary calcium by the
gut, 2) reabsorption of calcium by the kidney, 3) and resorption of calcium from bone. These
processes are regulated by a negative feedback pathway (Figure 1.1), in which a reduced
concentration of free calcium in serum leads to loss of activity of the calcium-sensing receptor
(CaSR), which in turn results in secretion of parathyroid hormone (PTH). PTH then activates
PTH receptors in bone and kidney to increase calcium resorption and reabsorption,
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respectively. Stimulation of kidney by PTH also results in the production of the hormonally
active metabolite of Vitamin D, 1,25(OH)2D3, which in turn acts on the intestine to promote
dietary calcium absorption4. Once the actions of PTH and 1,25(OH)2D3 lead to restored ionized
calcium levels, CaSR is once again activated and PTH is no longer secreted. Conversely, the
action of the thyroid-produced hormone calcitonin inhibits calcium resorption and reabsorption
in bone and kidney, respectively5. Disruptions in these and other calcium homeostasis
pathways can result in abnormally high or low levels of serum calcium content, termed
hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia, respectively.
Discussions of the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying bone calcium
resorption by specialized cells called osteoclasts can be found elsewhere6,7. Further sections
of this chapter will focus on specialized molecules responsible for calcium (re)absorption by
the epithelial cells of intestine, kidney, and other organs.

1

Figure 1.1. Schematic illustrating regulation of calcium homeostasis . Low calcium levels deactivate the
calcium sensing receptor (CaSR), which in turn stimulates parathyroid hormone (PTH) production by the
parathyroid gland. PTH binds parathyroid hormone receptor (PTHR) in bone and kidney, which in turn leads to bone
calcium resorption, kidney calcium reabsorption, and kidney production of the hormone 1,25(OH)2D3. 1,25(OH)2D3
then binds vitamin D receptor in intestine to stimulate intestinal dietary calcium absorption. Bone calcium resorption,
kidney calcium reabsorption, and intestinal calcium absorption are the three main mechanisms that raise calcium
levels in serum. Once calcium levels reach normal levels, the CaSR is activated and the PTH-dependent pathway
ceases.

2

Calcium (re)Absorption by epithelial cells
The kidney, intestine, and other organs are lined by specialized epithelial cells that are
responsible for calcium transport. The two primary mechanisms by which calcium passes
through these cells are the paracellular and transcellular pathways (Figure 1.2)8.
In the paracellular transport pathway, ions and other solutes diffuse through
intercellular gaps or “tight junctions” between epithelial cell membranes8 (Figure 1.2). The
molecules thought to govern the permeability of tight junctions include the claudin family of
four transmembrane helix-containing proteins9. Mutagenesis studies have suggested that
charged residues in the first extracellular loop of claudin-4 and claudin-15 determine the
selectivity of tight junctions10, although detailed structural insights of how tight junction pores
are formed remain elusive. Nonetheless, disease-causing mutations, such as mutations in
claudin-16 that cause renal Mg2+ and Ca2+ wasting11,12, implicate the paracellular tight junction
pathway as important for human physiology.
The transcellular pathway for epithelial calcium transport has been more thoroughly
characterized than the paracellular pathway. The transcellular process has three main steps13
(Figure 1.2): 1) absorption of luminal calcium ions at the apical side of epithelial cells lining the
intestine, kidney, or other organ, 2) transfer of calcium ions from the apical side of the
epithelial cell to the basolateral membrane, and 3) active expulsion of calcium against the
concentration gradient from the epithelial cell into the serum and circulatory system.
Molecules involved in the transcellular pathway of epithelial calcium entry have, at least
in part, been identified. The calcitropic hormones, which include PTH14 and 1,25(OH)3D3,
stimulate calcium transport in distinct manners. PTH action is dependent on both the protein
kinase A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC) pathways14 and partly depends on transcriptional
activation of 25-hydroxyvitamin D3-1alpha-hydroxylase, which converts vitamin D to its active
form, 1,25(OH)3D315. 1,25(OH)3D3 in turn promotes calcium transport mainly through its
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activation of the vitamin D receptor (VDR), which is a transcription factor that modulates the
transcription of various genes involved in calcium homeostasis16.
What are the pore-forming molecules responsible for mediating apical calcium entry?
Early studies implicated calcium-selective voltage gated calcium channels (VGCCs)17-19, which
are expressed in calcium-transporting epithelia. The involvement of VGCCs in epithelial
calcium entry is supported by impaired calcium homeostasis observed in a genetic knockout
model of the regulatory subunit Cavβ3 in mouse kidney20 challenged with thiazide diuretics.
However, VGCC blockers did not affect transcellular Ca2+ transport in primary cultures of
rabbit kidney connecting tubules13, suggesting the presence of other molecules mediating
calcium entry. 1999, two novel calcium-selective channels, transient receptor potential
vanilloid 5 (TRPV5) and TRPV6 were cloned from rabbit kidney21 and rat duodenom22,
respectively. These channels were purported to constitute the main apical calcium entry
channels in these epithelia. These channels, especially TRPV6, are the focus of this
dissertation and the following sections of this introductory chapter will consider
studies investigating their physiological roles, biophysical properties, and structurefunction relationships.
Once calcium enters through channels in the apical side of the membrane, how is the
diffusion of calcium to the basolateral membrane regulated? The observation reported in 1978
that the expression of a cytosolic calcium binding protein was highly dependent on the
calcitropic hormone precursor vitamin D23 led to the proposal that this class of proteins, later
named the calbindins, was necessary for maintaining the rate of vitamin-D stimulated
transcellular calcium transport. The precise roles of calbindin in moving calcium across
epithelial cells is unclear, although it has been suggested on the basis of theoretical
calculations24 that it may act as a buffer to maintain low levels of free ionized calcium, as well
as play a more direct role as a calcium carrier for facilitated diffusion. To assess the
physiological importance of calbindins, knockout mouse models for the two calbindins
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expressed in mammals, calbindin-D28K25,26 and calbindin-D9K27,28, have been produced. Overall,
the knockout mouse models have shown that calbindins have a dispensable role in calcium
homeostasis, with no discernible changes in serum calcium level noted in any of the studies.
Notably, the observed lack of phenotype was proposed to be due to compensatory expression
of other genes involved in epithelial calcium transport, including TRPV5 and TRPV627,29.
How is calcium extruded from the basolateral membrane against the formidable
concentration gradient? In vitro studies of cultured rabbit kidney cells suggested the
importance of a sodium-calcium exchange mechanism in basolateral calcium extrusion30. In
later studies, cDNA for this exchanger was cloned31 and later named NCX1. Embryonic
lethality of NCX1-knockout mice32 has hampered study of its physiological relevance in vivo.
Conditional knockout mice of NCX1 in kidney or intestine have not been generated, at least to
my knowledge. In addition to NCX1, the plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPases33 PMCA1-4 are
believed to play a role in extrusion mechanisms as well. In Madine-Darby canine kidney
(MDCK) cells, it was demonstrated by the use of PMCA inhibitors that the splice isoforms
PMCA1b and PMCA4b were responsible for one-third of calcium extrusion, while NCX1 was
responsible for the remaining two-thirds34. The importance of PMCAs in transcellular calcium
transport is further supported by its localized expression in the basolateral membrane and
dependence of its expression on vitamin D35. In addition, defects in intestinal calcium
absorption in a genetic knockout mouse model of protein 4.1R were demonstrated to be
caused by down-regulation of PMCA1b plasma membrane expression36. As NCX1 is
expressed only at low levels in intestine, PMCAs may be the primary active Ca2+ extruders.
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Figure 1.2. The paracellular and transcellular pathways for epithelial calcium transport. In the paracellular
pathway, calcium passes from the lumen through ‘tight junctions’ formed at the points at which adjacent epithelial
cells meet. In the transcellular pathway, 1,25(OH)2D3 stimulates the expression of genes involved in calcium
absorption, such as TRPV5, TRPV6, calbindin-D28K, calbindin-D9K, NCX1, and PMCA1b. The calcium-selective
channels TRPV5 and TRPV6 allow the influx of calcium from the lumen into the epithelial cells. Calbindins acts as
2+
intracellular Ca -buffering molecules and facilitate diffusion of calcium from the apical side of the cell to the
basolateral membrane (from left to right in this schematic). Calcium is extruded from the epithelial cell by
2+
sodium/calcium exchanger NCX1 or Ca -ATPases such as PMCA1b. Figure adapted from reference, permission
8
not required by publisher .

Identification of the epithelial calcium entry channels TRPV5 and TRPV6
Calcium entry from the lumen into the apical side of the epithelial cell membrane constitutes
the first step of transcellular calcium absorption. In two separate studies published in 1999 by
the groups of Bindels and Hediger, respectively, cDNA libraries from rabbit kidney21 and rat
intestine22 were screened for transcripts that would enhance Ca2+ uptake when heterologously
expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes. The kidney protein21 was originally named epithelial
calcium channel (ECaC, also previously referred to in literature as ECaC1 or CaT2, but now
known as TRPV5 due to homology with the capsaicin receptor TRPV137). The intestinal
protein22 was originally named calcium transporter 1 (CaT1, also previously referred to in
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literature as ECaC2 or CaT-like but now known as TRPV6). TRPV5 and TRPV6 have ~75%
identical ~730 amino acid-long sequences and a molecular mass of ~83 kDa each. Since
TRPV5/6

share

membrane

topology

with

voltage-gated

potassium

channels

(six

transmembrane helices with a putative pore forming reentrant loop between the fifth and sixth
helices), their transmembrane segments were expected to similarly form a tetrameric core.
The intracellular N-terminus of the TRPV5/6 subunits contains six ankyrin repeats38, while the
intracellular C-terminus contains a “TRP domain” that is a signature sequence motif conserved
in most TRP channels39.
While TRPV5 expression is mainly restricted to the kidney, TRPV6 is expressed in
various tissues including the stomach, small intestine, prostate, esophagus, colon, and
placenta40. In correspondence with their expression patterns, TRPV5 is considered the major
epithelial calcium entry channel involved in calcium reabsorption by the kidney, whereas
TRPV6 is considered the principal channel calcium entry channel in intestines and other
organs. Further support for the role of these channels in Ca2+ absorption and homeostasis
stems from the robust regulation of their expression by the calcitropic hormone 1,25(OH)3D34144

.

Physiological significance of TRPV5 and TRPV6 in health and disease
The identification of TRPV5 and TRPV6 as molecules mediating epithelial calcium absorption
opened the avenue for studying their physiological roles in animal models by gene knockout.
In zebrafish, forward genetic screening revealed a loss-of-function mutation in the single
TRPV5/6 orthologue that results in severe reduction in calcium content, defective bone
formation, and lethality45. TRPV5 knockout mice showed defects in renal Ca2+ reabsorption
(increased urinary Ca2+ excretion) and reduced bone thickness46. TRPV6 knockout mice
challenged with a low Ca2+ diet showed defective intestinal calcium absorption, decreased
bone mineral density, and hypocalcemia47. Both knockout models showed elevated serum
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1,25(OH)3D3. Notably, knockout of TRPV6 alone in mice did not completely ablate epithelial
calcium absorption, and double knockout of TRPV6 and calbindin-D9K did not eliminate
intestinal calcium absorption48,49. Thus, other mechanisms, including the paracellular pathway
and absorption mediated by other unidentified molecules in the transcellular pathway, seem to
play an important role in epithelial calcium entry. It is plausible that TRPV6-dependent
pathway in active intestinal calcium absorption is more significant when dietary Ca2+ levels are
low, while in normal Ca2+ conditions the role of TRPV6 is to fine-tune calcium absorption40.
Genetic knockout studies have also revealed roles for TRPV6 in mammalian
reproductive biology in both males and females. Knockout of TRPV6 in mice highlighted the
importance of expression of the channel in the apical membrane of epithelial cells in the
epidermis50,51; decreased Ca2+ absorption in these cells due to loss of TRPV6 leads to
disruptions in sperm motility and viability and a marked reduction in overall fertility51. TRPV6 is
expressed in the placental epithelium in humans52,53, suggesting a possible role in maternalfetal calcium transfer. Indeed, knockout of TRPV6 in mice leads to 40% reduction in maternalfetal calcium transport, and the resulting fetuses displayed low serum Ca2+ level and low ash
weight54. Further, dynamic, hormonally regulated expression of TRPV6 in the uterus55-57
suggests a role for TRPV6 in establishing pregnancy.
The importance of the epithelial calcium channels in various aspects of calcium
homeostasis implies their significance in disease mechanisms. Misregulation of TRPV5/6
expression or function has been observed in preeclampsia patients58, and considered a risk
factor in kidney calcium stone formation59. Mouse models of colonic hyperplasia60, Crohn’s
disease61, pseudohypoaldosteronism type II62, and streptozotocin-induced diabetes63 all show
aberrant TRPV5/6 expression. Additionally, TRPV6 has abnormally high expression in
numerous cancer types, including carcinomas of the colon, prostate, breast and thyroid53,64-68.
The correlation between TRPV6 expression and tumor malignancy and its potential
contribution to cancer cell survival has highlighted the possibility of TRPV6 as a target for
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cancer diagnosis or treatment53,69-71. This assertion is further supported by observations that
specific siRNA knockdown of TRPV6 results in reduced cell survival and increased apoptosis
in the LNCaP prostate cancer cell line72. Moreover, moderately selective TRPV6 inhibitors
synthesized on the basis of the non-selective calcium entry inhibitor TH-11177 exhibited an
anti-proliferative effect on TRPV6-expressing prostate and breast cancer cell lines. Indeed, a
high affinity partial inhibitor of TRPV6 activity derived from northern short-tailed shrew venom73
has entered phase I clinical trials in patients with advanced solid tumors (soricimed.com).

Biophysical properties of TRPV5 and TRPV6
The biophysical properties of the epithelial calcium channels TRPV5 and TRPV6 have mainly
been studied by patch clamp electrophysiology, radioactive

45

Ca uptake assays, and

fluorimetry in heterologous expression systems, as well as by measuring currents through
purified protein reconstituted in planar lipid bilayers. A hallmark of TRPV5 and TRPV6 function
is their robust Ca2+-selectivity determined by reversal potential measurements (calcium to
sodium permeability ratio, PCa/PNa>100, Figure 1.4E,J)74,75.

The high Ca2+-selectivity of

TRPV5/6 is unique among TRP channels; for example TRPV1-4 have much more modest
PCa/PNa values of 1-1076-79. TRPV5/6 also exhibit the so-called “anomalous mole fraction”
behavior80,81 that describes the dependence of the net current on the relative concentrations of
Na+ and Ca2+ when both ions are present in the bath solution. At low (nanomolar)
concentrations of Ca2+, channels exclusively permeate Na+ (Figure 1.3A,F); at intermediate
(micromolar to low millimolar) concentrations of Ca2+, Na+ current is blocked by Ca2+, resulting
in a reduced current density (Figure 1.3C,H); and at high millimolar concentrations of Ca2+,
Ca2+ current dominates (Figure 1.3D,I). This phenomenon is reminiscent of voltage-gated
calcium channels and can be explained by the existence of multiple ion binding sites of varying
affinity aligned in a single-file pore82-84.
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Intracellular Mg2+ blocks monovalent current through TRPV5/685,86 presumably by
plugging the pore at positive membrane potentials. Intracellular Mg2+ block is partially
responsible for the strong inward rectification displayed by these channels85. Extracellular Mg2+
also blocks TRPV5/6 channels, and is partially responsible for inactivation of monovalent
currents at negative membrane voltages (Figure 1.3)80. In addition to Ca2+, TRPV5 and TRPV6
are permeable to other divalents, with a reported selectivity sequence87 of Ca2+ > Ba2+ > Sr2+ >
Mn2+. TRPV6 has also been shown by fluorimetric measurements to be permeable to Zn2+ and
Cd2+, as well as trivalents La3+ and Gd3+, which at lower concentrations act as nonspecific
channel blockers88.

Figure 1.3. Currents through TRPV5 and TRPV6 expressed in HEK 293 cells. A-D,F-I) TRPV5 (A-D) or TRPV6
(F-I) currents in response to voltage steps from +60 to -140 mV in 40 mV increments with extracellular
2+
2+
concentrations (in mM) of Ca and Mg indicated. Bath solutions contained 150 mM NaCl. Note the relatively
2+
2+
small outward currents indicating inward rectification, time-dependent inactivation in the presence of Mg or Ca ,
2+
and the increase in current density when Ca concentration is increased. E,J) Currents recorded from HEK 293
cells expressing TRPV5 (E) or TRPV6 (J) in response to 400-ms voltage ramp at various concentrations of
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
extracellular Ca and Mg : a) 0 mM Mg , 0 mM Ca b) 1 mM Mg , 0 mM Ca c) 0 mM Mg , 1 mM Ca d) 0
2+
2+
2+
mM Mg , 30 mM Ca . For all recordings, intracellular Ca was buffered by 10 mM BAPTA. Figure adapted from
80
reference with permission from the publisher.
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The Ca2+ selectivity and Mg2+ dependence of TRPV5/6 are contingent on the presence
of a single aspartate residue (D542 in TRPV5, D541in TRPV6) in the putative pore-forming
loop between TM5 and TM689,90. Mutation of this aspartate to alanine or the similarly
negatively charged glutamate abolished Ca2+ permeation in TRPV5/6 (Figure 1.4A,B), while
retaining monovalent currents89,90. Substitution of other negatively charged residues in the
pore loop did not have substantial effects on Ca2+ permeation91, although the glutamate to
glutamine mutation E522Q92 impacted the pH sensitivity of TRPV5, implicating this residue as
a proton sensor. Measurements of TRPV6 channel permeability to cations of different size
estimated a minimum pore diameter of approximately 5.4 Å93. Mutation of the aforementioned
D541 to alanine increased the apparent pore diameter, leading to the conclusion that the
aspartate side chains form a ‘ring’ that comprises the narrowest region of the pore. These
measurements, along with cysteine accessibility measurements probing the surface of the
pore helix93, were used to construct a structural model of the TRPV6 pore based on homology
with the prokaryotic K+ channel KcsA94 (Figure 1.4C,D). Taken together, these studies indicate
that the D542/D541 side chains forms a crucial part of the selectivity filter in TRPV5 and
TRPV6, and determine the permeation properties of these channels likely by forming a high
affinity binding site for permeant and blocking cations79. Notably, similar observations have
been made in the case of voltage gated Ca2+ channels, where a ring of glutamate residues in
the selectivity filter dictates properties of permeation95. Also of note, the importance of this
aspartate for in vivo TRPV6 function has been demonstrated in mouse model; male mice with
the homozygous D541A mutation in TRPV6 showed defective calcium absorption phenotypes,
including an eight-fold reduction in epididymal calcium absorption96.
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Figure 1.4. A single aspartate (D541 in TRPV6 and D542 in TRPV5) determines calcium permeability and
pore diameter. A,B) Currents in response to voltage ramp from -150 mV to +100 mV recorded from HEK cells
expressing wild type TRPV5 (A) or TRPV5-D542A (B) in presence (thick traces) or absence (thin traces) of 30 mM
2+
90
Ca applied extracellularly . In all ramps, monovalent cations in the bath solution were replaced by 150 mM N+
methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG ). C,D) Side (C) and top (D) views of a structural model of the TRPV6 pore. This
94
model was based on homology with the crystal structure of KcsA , cysteine accessibility measurements indicating
the presence and position of a pore helix, and cation permeability experiments suggesting that the side chain of
93
D541 (shown as spheres) comprises the narrowest constriction of the pore, with an estimated radius of 5.4 Å . In
90,93
C, back and front subunits of the channel pore are excluded for clarity. Figures are reproduced from references
,
permission not needed from publisher.

Another important feature of TRPV5 and TRPV6 is inactivation by intracellular calcium.
Several studies97-102 have suggested the importance of calmodulin (CaM) in Ca2+-dependent
inactivation, with as many as five CaM binding sites proposed by sequence analysis98.
Interestingly, a double mutation in a conserved putative CaM binding site at the distal Cterminus of TRPV6 (W695A, R697E) abolished CaM binding to TRPV6 in pulldown assays
and essentially eliminated CaM-dependent inhibition in inside-out patch clamp experiments97,
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implicating a single CaM binding site in Ca2+-dependent inactivation of the channel. However,
whole-cell recordings of this double mutant still displayed, albeit reduced, Ca2+-dependent
inactivation, suggesting the role(s) of non-CaM dependent and/or intrinsic mechanisms of
inactivation. An earlier study of C-terminal truncations of TRPV5 highlighted a region at the Cterminal tail between amino acids 649 and 653 as important for Ca2+-dependent inactivation103.
One notable difference between TRPV5 and TRPV6 is their inactivation kinetics
(Figure 1.5). TRPV6 has a more pronounced initial fast inactivation step than TRPV5, and
substitution of Ca2+ with Ba2+ as the charge carrier slowed down fast inactivation ~twenty fold
for TRPV6 and only ~two fold for TRPV5104. Interestingly, studies of TRPV5/6 chimeras104
have highlighted the importance of the intracellular loop connecting the second and third
transmembrane helices in inactivation kinetics; transplanting this loop from TRPV5 to TRPV6
or vice versa was sufficient to transfer most inactivation properties from one channel subtype
to the other.
At the single channel level, unitary conductances of monovalent currents recorded for
heterologously expressed TRPV5105 and TRPV675 in the absence of extracellular divalents are
in the range of 40-70 pS. To my knowledge, there are no reported instances of single channel
recordings of TRPV5/6 with calcium or other divalents as the permeant ion, presumably due to
low conductance. Significantly, monovalent single channel recordings of purified TRPV6
reconstituted in to lipid bilayers have been reported106. Of note, the phosphoinositide lipid
PtdIns(4,5)P2 was required for TRPV6 activity in bilayers, revealing an important role for lipids
in regulation of channel activity. In addition, inward currents had larger conductance (~50 pS)
and higher open probability (~0.93) than outward currents (~30 pS, open probability of ~0.28),
indicating that the inward rectification of TRPV6 is to a certain extent intrinsic and not reliant
on other cellular factors106.
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Figure 1.5. Inactivation kinetics of epithelial calcium channels. A-B) TRPV5 (A) and TRPV6 (B) show distinct
2+
2+
time-dependent currents at hyperpolarizing voltage (-100 mV) when extracellular 30 mM Ca or 30 mM Ba is
used as the charge carrier. Insets show normalized traces. C) The time required for 10% current inactivation by
2+
2+
2+
Ca (t10%, left) and the relative current densities for Ba and Ca (right) are different for TRPV5 and TRPV6. D),
2+
2+
8
comparison of t10% for Ca and Ba for TRPV5 (left) and TRPV6 (right). Figure adapted from reference ,
permission not needed.

Role of N-linked glycosylation in TRPV5/6
TRPV5 and TRPV6 each contain a conserved N-linked glycosylation site (N358 in TRPV5,
N357 in TRPV6) in the extracellular loop connecting the first two transmembrane helices.
Hydrolysis of this N-oligosaccharide by the β-glucuronidase klotho has been shown to promote
the calcium uptake activity of TRPV5 and TRPV6 by “trapping” the channel in the plasma
membrane107-109. Notably, the expression of klotho, like TRPV5 and TRPV6, is positively
regulated by 1,25(OH)3D3110, indicating that concurrent expression of these proteins may have
an amplifying effect on calcium absorption. Interestingly, genetic deletion of klotho in mice111
leads to several phenotypes associated with aging, while overexpression of klotho extends
lifespan112. It is tempting to speculate that these phenotypes are at least in part due to aberrant
regulation of epithelial calcium entry through TRPV5/6.
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Significance of TRPV5/6 N-terminal domains for channel function
Several site-directed mutagenesis studies have addressed the role of the intracellular Nterminus, which includes an ankyrin repeat domain (ARD) containing six repeats (residues 44265)38, in channel assembly and function113-115. In one study, various N-terminal deletion
constructs of TRPV5 were evaluated for their 45Ca uptake activity in xenopus oocytes115. While
deletion of the first 32 residues from the N-terminus did not affect channel activity, extending
the truncation to the first 38 residues resulted in non-functional channels expressed in the
plasma membrane. Further examination of the N-terminal point mutants revealed that the
substitution of two conserved residues in TRPV5, Q31 and D34, with alanine abolished
channel activity due to the retention of misfolded protein in the endoplasmic reticulum. A
separate study113 showed that the third ankyrin repeat is a determinant of tetramerization of
TRPV6, and proposed that the third ankyrin repeat induces a molecular “zippering” process to
assemble a functional channel. Coexpression of wild type and truncated TRPV5 subunits in a
third study116 showed that a region encompassing residues 64-77 (located in the first ankyrin
repeat) is critical for channel assembly and trafficking. Overall, these studies suggested that
the N-terminal tail and ARDs of TRPV5/6 are necessary for proper channel assembly and
function. Interestingly, ATP binding to the ARDs has been shown to regulate function of the
related channels TRPV1, TRPV3, and TRPV4

117

. In contrast, ATP binding has not been

observed for the isolated ARD of TRPV638. Nevertheless, potential allosteric regulation of
channel function by endogenous (or exogenous) small molecules targeting the intracellular Nterminus of TRPV5/6 remains an open question.
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Figure 1.6. Topology diagram of TRPV5/6. Regions important for channel function and discussed in the text are
indicated with red stars and labeled.

CRAC channel controversy
The calcium release activated current (CRAC) defines a ubiquitous store operated Ca2+-entry
mechanism in which depletion of intracellular Ca2+ stores leads to activation of a calciumselective channel at the plasma membrane118. The TRPV5/6 and CRAC channels share
similar biophysical properties, including high calcium selectivity, permeation of monovalents in
the absence of divalents, channel block by trivalent cations, strong inward rectification, and
Ca2+/calmodulin dependent inactivation87,119. Due to these similarities, in 2001 TRPV6 was
proposed to compose the pore of the CRAC channel75. However, this claim was subsequently
rebuffed by direct comparison of TRPV6 and CRAC channels, which revealed distinct features
including higher Cs+ permeability in TRPV6, activation of CRAC but not TRPV6 channels by
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ionomycin-induced Ca2+ store depletion, and voltage-dependent Mg2+ block of TRPV6 but not
CRAC channels86. In 2006, the four-TM containing Orai proteins were identified as the pore
forming subunits of the CRAC channel120,121.

Brief overview of the Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) channel superfamily
The epithelial calcium channels TRPV5 and TRPV6 are members of the TRP channel
superfamily. The TRP channel gene was first discovered in 1969, when Cosens and Manning
reported a drosophila mutant displaying an abnormal electroretinogram (ERG). ERG
measures the electrical activity of various cell types in eye retina in response to light. The
mutant was characterized by a brief, transient ERG response and slow recovery compared to
wildtype122. This phenotype led to the naming of the gene as ‘Transient Receptor Potential’ or
trp. 20 years later, Montell and Rubin characterized the product of the drosophila trp gene as a
1275 amino acid multipass transmembrane protein with topology similar to voltage-gated ion
channels123, signifying the elucidation of the first TRP channel subunit.
Since then, the superfamily of TRP channels has expanded to ~28 distinct subtypes
with a wide variety of gating mechanisms and physiological functions. The mammalian
subtypes can be split into six subfamilies grouped by sequence homology (Figure 1.7)—TRPP
(polycistin), TRPML (mucolipin), TRPA (ankyrin), TRPM (melastatin), TRPV (vanilloid), and
TRPC (canonical). One subtype, TRPN (no mechanical potential), is only found in lower
vertebrates such as zebrafish, C. elegans, and drosophila. For numerous subtypes,
physiological activator(s) and precise biological functions remain uncharacterized.
TRP channels are perhaps best known for their role as cellular “sensors” for various
stimuli, including temperature, touch, and pungent chemicals124. Sometimes, a single TRP
channel can be activated by distinct stimuli. For example, TRPV1 is the receptor for capsaicin,
the spicy ingredient in “hot” chili peppers, and can also be activated by noxious heat or
extracellular protons37.

TRPM8 is the receptor for the cool sensation-inducing molecule
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menthol and can also be activated by cold temperature125. TRPA1 mediates cellular responses
for pungent chemicals in wasabi and garlic126 and some orthologues are also activated by
temperature127. Notably, as exemplified by TRPV1, TRPM8, and TRPA1 coming from different
subfamilies, the thermosensitivity or multimodal gating behavior cannot be reliably predicted
by sequence similarity.
Beyond sensory biology, TRP channels have disparate physiological roles and
activation mechanisms. For example, regulation of TRPC3128 and TRPC5129 by growth factors
is important for neurite outgrowth and growth cone guidance during mammalian brain
development. Genetic knockout studies in mice have shown that the Mg2+-permeable channel
TRPM7 is essential for Mg2+ homeostasis130. The lysosomal Ca2+-permeable channel TRPML1
has been demonstrated to be essential for the lysosomal adaptation during nutrient
deprivation131.
In accordance with their contributions to various physiological functions, mutations in
TRP channel genes underlie various diseases. For example, mutations in TRPC6 cause focal
and segmental glomerulosclerosis (FCGS), a kidney disease common in dialysis patients
resulting in proteinuria, hypertension, renal insufficiency, and eventual kidney failure132,133.
Mutations in TRPP1 or TRPP2 cause autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease
(ADPKD)134, although understanding of how genetic disruption of these subunits contribute to
the disease is hindered because their activation mechanism and physiological function is
unclear. Mucolipidosis type IV, a severe neurodegenerative disorder caused by lysosomal
dysfunction, is caused by mutations in TRPML1135,136. Gain of function mutations in TRPV4
result in Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy type IV, a disease characterized by variable degrees
of muscle weakness and respiratory failure137-139. For these and other channelopathies caused
by TRP channel mutations, gene therapy or development of drugs modulating channel activity
are obvious avenues for cure or treatment. In addition, the involvement of non-mutated TRP
channels in numerous physiological processes make them attractive pharmaceutical targets
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for a variety of other diseases, including hyperalgesia, neurodegenerative disorders,
neuropathic pain, chronic cough, hypertension, and various forms of cancer140. High-resolution
structural information regarding TRP channels is necessary to understand their functional
mechanisms in detail and aid rational drug design.

Figure 1.7. Phylogenetic tree of TRP channels. Adapted from trple.org.

Structural Biology Studies of TRP Channels
The importance of TRP channels in various aspects of physiology39 as well as their roles in
disease141 have motivated their study by structural structural biologists142-145. While crystal
structures of intact TRP channels are desirable143, low expression and purification yields, poor
stability in detergent, and inherent flexibility make their crystal structure determination
notoriously difficult146. Further, the absence of prokaryotic or thermophilic homologues of TRP
channels and poor expression of most subtypes in bacterial systems144 adds an additional
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challenge, as more costly and time-consuming eukaryotic expression systems, including
yeast, insect, or mammalian cells, must be employed.
Due to the bottlenecks involved in obtaining well-diffracting crystals of full-length TRP
channels, x-ray crystallography (and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)) studies of TRP
channels have thus far focused on a divide-and-conquer approach147 aimed at solving highresolution structures of isolated soluble domains. As the soluble domains are relatively
divergent in TRP channels, the divide-and-conquer studies have revealed soluble domain
structures from various subfamilies with unrelated folds (Figure 1.8).
For TRPM7, crystal structures of the α-kinase domain (Figure 1.8B)148 and coiledcoiled domain (Figure 1.8C)149 have been elucidated. The α-kinase domain revealed a
structure similar to other eukaryotic protein kinases148. Notably, a recent physiological study150
has shown that the α-kinase domain of TRPM7 is cleaved and translocated to the nucleus in
certain cell-types to regulate epigenetic modifications, exemplifying ironically how “divide-andconquer” works in vivo. The coiled-coiled domain of TRPM7 showed an antiparallel orientation,
necessitating a two-fold symmetry of this domain151, which would create a symmetry mismatch
with the four-fold symmetrical membrane domain. For the TRPP subfamily, the structure of
TRPP1 PKD domain (Figure 1.8F)152, which consists of a beta-sandwich fold, and two Cterminal EF-hand domains (Figure 1.8G)153,154, and may be involved in regulation by Ca2+,
have been solved by NMR. Additionally, crystal structures of the TRPP2155 and TRPP3156
coiled-coiled domains (Figure 1.8D,E) showed a homotrimeric assembly, suggesting that the
three TRPP2/3 subunits are present in the intact channel complex, likely together with one
TRPP1 subunit to form a functional heterotetramer155,157.
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Figure 1.8. Structures of TRP channel domains. A) Crystal structure of TRPV1 C-terminal peptide (green) in
complex with calmodulin (gray, PDB code: 3sui). B) Crystal structure of TRPM7 alpha-kinase domain (PDB code:
1iaj) C) Crystal structure of TRPM7 tetrameric antiparallel coiled-coil (PDB code: 3e7k). D) Crystal structure of a
TRPP2 homotrimeric parallel coiled-coil domain (PDB code: 3hro) E) Crystal structure of a parallel homotrimeric
coiled-coil domain (PDB code: 4gif) F) NMR structure of the TRPP1 PKD domain (PDB code: 1b4r) G) TRPP2 EFhand (PDB code: 2kq6)

Perhaps the most well structurally characterized domain conserved in TRP channels is
the ankyrin repeat domain of the TRPV channel subfamily. Ankyrin repeats, which are found in
all kingdoms of life, are mainly thought to be involved in specific protein-protein interactions or
play structural roles158,159. The ankyrin repeat fold consists of a linear array of ~30-40 residue
helix-turn-helix motifs separated by variable loops called “fingers”159. Of the mammalian TRP
channels, the TRPV (six repeats), TRPC (four to five repeats), and TRPA1 (17-29 repeats)
subfamilies have ankyrin repeats identified in their primary sequence160. Crystal structures of
the isolated intracellular N-terminal ankyrin repeat domain (ARD) have been solved for
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TRPV1161, TRPV2162, TRPV3163, TRPV4164, and TRPV638 (Figure 1.9). Overall these structures
show that at least in isolation, TRPV ARDs are very similar, with divergent ‘fingers’ perhaps
underlying subtype-specific functions. Despite earlier studies suggesting that the TRPV6
ankyrin domain could form oligomers113, none of the crystallized domains showed
tetramerization in solution, indicating the need for other structural factors for the formation of
the presumed physiological tetrameric assembly. The ARD of TRPV1 was crystallized in the
presence of ATP, which appeared to be bound across the first two ‘fingers’ of the domain161.
Subsequent electrophysiological dissection showed that binding of intracellular ATP to the
TRPV1 ARD prevented desensitization in response to repeated applications of capsaicin161.
Further studies of this ATP-binding site in TRPV2-4 demonstrated that binding of ATP also
regulated the sensitivity of TRPV3 and TRPV4 to agonists, but not TRPV2117. These studies of
ATP binding to TRPV ARDs are an interesting example of how the ‘divide-and-conquer’
approach can reveal a mechanism of ion channel allosteric regulation.
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Figure 1.9. Alignment of crystal structures of TRPV1 , TRPV2 , TRPV3 , TRPV4 , and TRPV6 ARDs.
PDB codes of each are indicated. The positions of the ankyrin repeats (AR) 1 through 6 are labeled, as well as the
‘fingers’ connecting the repeats.

In the absence of crystal structures of intact TRP channels, efforts to resolve their
complete three-dimensional architecture have been limited to analysis by single-particle
electron microscopy (EM). In single-particle EM, purified protein is placed on a film and either
stained (negative-stain EM) or vitrified (cryo-EM)165, then imaged by EM. The resulting EM
images contain two-dimensional projections of the particle in various orientations; these
projections are then aligned computationally to generate three-dimensional reconstruction(s)
of the particle165. Earlier single-particle EM studies of intact TRP channels (Figure 1.10)
yielded low-resolution (>13 Å) views of TRPV1 (Figure 1.10A)166, TRPV2167, TRPV4 (Figure
1.10B)168, and TRPC3 (Figure 1.10D)169 by cryo-EM and TRPM2 (Figure 1.10C)170, and
TRPA1171 by negative-stain EM. These studies provided glimpses of the overall shape of the
molecules and demonstrated that they most likely formed tetramers. Notably, for TRPV1,
TRPV2, and TRPV4, the dimensions of the presumed transmembrane belt matched well with
crystal structures172,173 of previously solved six-TM ion channels, and the ARD structures could
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be docked into densities corresponding to the intracellular domains (Figure 1.9, A-B).
However, the low resolution of these reconstructions and the nascence of the computational
algorithms used to generate them (especially for the TRPC3 reconstruction169, which exhibits
an unusually wide and perhaps unrealistic transmembrane belt) make it difficult to draw
significant reliable conclusions from this early work.

Figure 1.10. Low-resolution EM analysis of intact TRP channels. Putative transmembrane belts are
delineated as white or blue lines. a) 19 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of TRPV1. The transmembrane
domain of Kv1.2 (red cartoon, PDB code: 2A79) is fit into the putative transmembrane belt, and the crystal
structure of the TRPV1 ARD (green cartoon, PDB code: 2PNN) is fit into the putative intracellular domain.
b) 35 Å resolution cryo-EM density of TRPV4. Crystal structure of mlotik1 (top, PDB code: 3BEH) and
TRPV1 ARD (bottom) are superimposed. c) 28 Å resolution reconstruction of TRPM2 by negative stain EM.
145
d) 15 Å resolution reconstruction of TRPC3 by cryo-EM. Figure reproduced from reference with publisher
permission.
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In the last few years, advances in single-particle cryo-EM have allowed structural
biologists to obtain reconstructions of macromolecules with resolutions that rival x-ray
crystallography174, in the best cases allowing de novo building of an atomic model to fit the
electron density. Thus, for the first time, the bottleneck of obtaining diffraction-quality crystals,
which has precluded the structure determination of many membrane proteins, can be
circumvented. These advances have had a particularly profound effect on the TRP channel
field, as atomic-level cryo-EM structures have been determined for TRPV1175-177, TRPV2178,179,
and TRPA1180 (Figure 1.11). These structures placed over two decades of research on the
channels into context, and will inform future studies aiming to further examine their functional
mechanisms. In general, the structures show that the six-TM architecture found in voltagegated K+ and Na+ channels is conserved at least in these TRP channels, and the structure and
assembly of unique modulatory domains in the cytosol, including the ARDs, have also been
elucidated. In cryo-EM, the ability to computationally select specific conformational states from
a heterogeneous sample can be especially powerful when studying mechanisms of gating, as
exemplified by studies of TRPV1 in various ligand-induced conformations175-177.
These high-resolution TRP channel cryo-EM structures have signaled the beginning of
a new era in the field; surely structures of additional subtypes and multiple conformations of
single subtypes will become increasingly available in the near future, allowing an in-depth
structural dissection of the diverse functions of the TRP channel superfamily. As sample
preparation techniques and cryo-EM technologies develop further, reconstructions will reach
high enough resolutions to enable the characterization of specific protein-ligand interactions,
which may in turn aid rational drug design. Indeed, recent structures of TRPV1 embedded in
lipid nanodiscs at up to ~3.0 Å resolution have revealed how toxins, small molecules, and
lipids bind the channel to alter its conformation175.
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Figure 1.11. High Resolution cryo-EM studies of TRP channels. A) 3.4 Å resolution cryo-EM density of
TRPV1 (gray surface, EMDB code: 5778) with superimposed structural model (blue cartoon, PDB code:
3J5P). B) 3.8 Å resolution cryo-EM density of TRPV2 (gray surface, EMDB code: 6455) with superimposed
structural model (green cartoon, PDB code: 5AN8). C) 3.9 Å resolution cryo-EM density of TRPA1 (gray
surface, EMDB code: 6268) with superimposed structural model (red cartoon, PDB code: 3J9P)

Benefits of x-ray crystallography over cryo-EM to study ion channels
X-ray crystallography and single-particle cryo-EM are currently the most practical methods of
obtaining atomic-scale membrane protein structures (although NMR spectroscopy has been
employed to solve structures of several membrane proteins, including the chemokine receptor
CXCR1181, the mitochondrial calcium uniporter MCU182, and the archaeal transmembrane
electron transporter CcdA183, larger multidomain proteins like TRP channels are currently
beyond the reach of NMR structure determination, due to the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio
of the spectra caused by the slower tumbling of macromolecules ).
Despite the recent advances in membrane structure determination by cryo-EM
discussed earlier, there are still several benefits that make obtaining a crystal structure
desirable over cryo-EM. First, crystallographers can use unbiased statistical approaches such
as the Free R value184 to evaluate the accuracy of atomic models against experimental data.
Analogous methods in cryo-EM185-187 are still relatively nascent.
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Second, the resolution of a cryo-EM map usually varies widely across a single
reconstruction, with more flexible regions, typically in the periphery, being less resolved or
completely absent. For example, in TRPV1, cytosolic domains are less resolved than the
transmembrane core, and the first two ankyrin repeats at the distal N-terminus are missing
from the electron density maps175-177, presumably due to flexibility (Figure 1.11A). In X-ray
structures, the resolution obtained from the diffraction data is more representative of the
structure as a whole, and peripheral or flexible regions may be stabilized by crystal contacts
and thus adequately resolved.
Third and perhaps most importantly, the position of anomalous scatterers, such as
selenium atoms in selenomethionine-labeled protein, sulfur atoms in native cysteine or
methionine side chains, or heavy atoms bound to the protein, can be accurately identified with
little ambiguity. This is accomplished by exposing the crystals to X-ray radiation with energy
that maximizes the anomalous scattering factor (f”) of the atom in question. If adequate
phases are available, anomalous difference maps can be generated to locate the position(s) of
the scattering atom(s). For example, collecting anomalous scattering data to generate
anomalous difference maps for selenium in selenomethionine-labeled protein can be utilized to
robustly aid or validate sequence registry, which is especially important for low-resolution
structures and/or regions with poor electron density. Further, using anomalous scattering to
identify bound ions is particularly critical for studying ion channels or transporters, as ion
binding at specific locations underlies the structural bases of permeation/transport and ion
channel block (see examples in Figure 1.12). Methods to unambiguously identify specific
atoms or small labels in cryo-EM electron density maps have yet to be developed. The above
reasons provide ample motivation for obtaining crystal structures of intact TRP channels and
other membrane proteins.
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Figure 1.12. Previously reported examples of anomalous difference maps used to crystallographically
locate and identify bound ions in transporters and channels. A) Crystals of a prokaryotic homologue of
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
NRAMP family of transition metal ion transporters were soaked with Mn , Fe , Co , Ni , Cd , Pb , Cu , Zn ,
2+
2+
Ba , or Sr . Anomalous difference maps (various color meshes) were generated for each of these ions to detect
their binding sites and are overlaid onto the structural model. Ion transport assays demonstrated that the sites for
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
Mn , Fe , Co , Ni , Cd , Pb , and Cu constitute the main binding sites for transported ions. Figure
188
reproduced with publisher permission from reference . B) Structure of the selectivity filter of the calcium release
3+
activated channel Orai with anomalous difference map for the bound channel blocker Gd superimposed (purple
mesh). Only two diagonally opposed protomers (of the hexameric complex) are shown. Figure reproduced with
189
publisher permission from reference . C) Selectivity filter of the engineered prokaryotic voltage-gated calcium
channel CavAb. Bound calcium ions are shown as green spheres and anomalous difference maps are shown as
190
purple mesh. Front subunit is removed for clarity. Figure reproduced with publisher permission from reference .

Significant work presented in this dissertation
The importance of epithelial calcium channels TRPV5/6, and other TRP channels, in
physiology and disease motivated the goal of my research: to solve the crystal structure of an
intact TRPV5/6 channel, which would in turn enable a greater understanding of its function. In
the following chapters of this dissertation, I will describe the experimental procedures and
report results obtained from our structural and functional characterization of TRPV6. Chapter 2
will describe the efforts involved in optimizing expression, purification, and crystallization of
TRPV6 to finally obtain well-diffracting crystals. Chapter 3, which is a modified reproduction of
a manuscript published in Nature191, will describe the 3.25 Å resolution crystal structure of rat
TRPV6 and accompanying crystallographic, biochemical, and functional experiments. The
structure represents the first crystal structure of a TRP channel or any naturally occurring
calcium-selective channel of the tetrameric ion channel superfamily.
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CHAPTER 2.
CRYSTALLIZATION OF TRPV6

“When I first became interested in the question of solving the structure of proteins, during the
latter part of the Second World War, I had no doubt that this problem above all others
deserved the attention of anyone concerned with fundamental aspects of biology…. It also
seemed that the only technique offering any chance of success in determining the structures
of molecules so large and complex as proteins was that of X-ray crystallography. My choice of
problem and of method seemed straightforward. The choice of material was not so simple…
one was more concerned with practical problems which took a number of years to solve, than
with hypothetical structural relationships. First of all it was necessary to find some species
whose myoglobin formed crystals suitable, both morphologically and structurally, to the
purpose in hand; the search for this took us far and wide, through the world and through the
animal kingdom…”
-From Dr. John C. Kendrew’s 1962 Nobel Lecture, “Myoglobin and the structure of proteins”

Introduction
In the above quote, Nobel laureate Dr. John C. Kendrew reflects on his efforts to solve the
structure of myoglobin in 1958192, a landmark study that produced the first three-dimensional
structure of a protein. He emphasizes the initial problem of any crystallography project: to find
a suitable substrate. For Dr. Kendrew, this search took his lab “far and wide”, until settling on
the muscles of sperm whale as the myoglobin source that would ultimately yield the crystal
structure. Almost sixty years later, producing diffracting crystals remains a major bottleneck for
protein structure determination. In order to obtain crystals suitable for structure determination,
it is necessary to screen and optimize several parameters that determine a protein’s
‘crystallizability’. These include the choice of protein construct used for crystallization
(homologues, orthologues, trunctation/substitution/fusion mutants, etc.), source of protein
(natural source or heterologous expression in bacteria, yeast, insect cells, or mammalian cells,
or cell-free systems), purification procedure and precrystallization solution content (buffers,
salts, additives, etc.), crystallization condition (crystallization methods, precipitants, etc.), and
postcrystallization treatment193 (crystal dehydration, crosslinking, cryoprotection reagents,
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etc.). For proteins that do not crystallize readily, this process of screening and optimization can
prompt crystallographers, as Dr. Kendrew put it, to search “far and wide”.
The importance of membrane proteins, including channels, transporters, and receptors,
in biology and the pharmaceutical industry (~60% of drug targets are membrane proteins194)
have made them a desirable target for x-ray crystallographers. The first membrane protein
crystal structure, the photosynthetic reaction center purified from Rhodopseudomonas viridus,
was solved in 1985. However, only ~600 unique membrane protein structures have been
solved to date (Figure 2.1), encompassing only a fraction of more than 30,000 unique protein
structures in the protein data bank195 (when ‘unique’ is defined as less than 40% sequence
identity). Thus, only ~2% of known protein structures are membrane proteins, despite making
up ~25% of protein coding genes196.

Figure 2.1. Growth in number of unique membrane protein structures solved since the first structure was
solved in 1985. Reproduced from Stephen White Lab website: http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mpstruc
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The relative scarcity of membrane protein structures stems from a couple of factors
that make it more difficult to find the right parameters to produce well-diffracting crystals146,197
(Figure 2.2). First, membrane proteins need to be extracted from the membrane (solubilized)
using detergents (and lipids) that wrap the hydrophobic transmembrane domain. The choice of
detergent (and lipids) used198 adds an additional parameter that must be optimized, as some
detergents may destabilize the protein’s fold or oligomeric state. Further, the presence of the
detergent micelle is generally a hindrance for crystallization, as masking of the transmembrane
domain by detergent molecules significantly reduces the available surface area for proteinprotein crystal contacts. It should be noted that this problem can be circumvented in some
cases by removing detergent and reconstituting the protein into lipid cubic phase (LCP)199,
which permits the formation of lateral contacts in a lipid bilayer. LCP crystallization has been
particularly useful for determining structures of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) with over
twenty unique structures solved200. However, to my knowledge, only one ion channel structure,
a potassium channel from the prokaryote Listeria monocytogenes201 has been crystallized in
LCP, indicating that perhaps LCP is not a robust technique for ion channel crystallization.
A second factor that makes the crystallization of membrane proteins relatively difficult
is their low expression levels in natural sources and heterologous systems202,203, which lowers
purification yields and increases the resources necessary to produce the quantity (greater than
1 milligram) of protein required for crystallization trials. For expression of eukaryotic membrane
proteins such as TRP channels, eukaryotic hosts such as yeast, insect cells, or mammalian
proteins are best served, due to requirements for specific posttranslational modifications,
protein-folding or trafficking machinery, or specific host lipids such as cholesterol202,204,205.
Eukaryotic expression systems are usually more expensive and time consuming than their
prokaryotic counterparts, which presents an additional barrier in eukaryotic membrane protein
structure determination.
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Figure 2.2. Flowchart of parameters to consider when crystallizing membrane proteins.

Finding suitable parameters to produce well diffracting crystals of TRPV5/6 was a
challenge that took several years to overcome. The remaining sections of this chapter will
discuss strategies used to design, screen, express, purify, and crystallize constructs; these
procedures ultimately allowed us to produce crystals of an engineered rat TRPV6 construct
that diffracted to ~3.25 Å resolution.

Fluorescence-detection size exclusion chromatography for evaluating expression and
biochemical behavior
A general prerequisite for obtaining well-diffracting crystals of a membrane protein is its correct
folding and conformational homogeneity. A common biochemical method to assess these
parameters is size exclusion chromatography (SEC). In a typical SEC experiment, which
exploits the absorbance of aromatic side chains at 280 nM, microgram quantities of purified
protein are required. The time and resources necessary to express and purify membrane
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proteins at this scale significantly limits the practicality of using SEC to screen constructs,
detergents, and other parameters in a high-throughput manner. Screening methods that can
be conducted at smaller scales and do not require protein purification are thus very beneficial.
For this project, we employed fluorescence-detection size exclusion chromatography
(FSEC)206, where the target protein is expressed as a fusion with GFP (or other fluorescent
protein or tag) and crude lysate containing just nanogram quantities of the fusion protein is
loaded onto a size exclusion column in line with a fluorimeter. The resulting fluorescence
signal chromatogram provides an assessment of the identity (elution time), conformational
homogeneity (number, sharpness, and symmetry of chromatographic peaks) and expression
level (peak amplitude) of the target protein in small-scale (~1.0 x 106 insect or mammalian
cells) expression tests without the need for purification steps. Notably, FSEC can also assess
the biochemical behavior of nanogram quantities of purified sample by monitoring the intrinsic
fluorescence of aromatic side chains; the influence of buffer composition and other parameters
can thus be evaluated with minimal sample usage. In addition, incubation of protein samples
at different temperatures and then running them on FSEC allows the generation of protein
melting curves207.

By measuring the protein melting temperatures for various genetic

constructs or solution conditions, the thermal stability (an important factor in protein
crystallization208) of material used for crystallization can be optimized. FSEC screening has
proved useful for the crystallization of numerous eukaryotic membrane proteins, including
ionotropic glutamate receptors209-211, cys-loop receptors212, amino acid transporters213,214, P2X
receptors215, and calcium release-activated channel189.
Typical screening experiments were carried out with adherent Sf9 or HEK cells in six
well cell culture plates (Figure 2.3A). A concurrent advantage of expressing the target protein
as GFP fusions, even at larger scales, is that expression level and subcellular localization can
be monitored in real time by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2.3B,C). The FSEC setup in the
Sobolevsky lab is pictured in Figure 2.3D.
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Figure 2.3. FSEC. A) Six-well cell culture plate used for small-scale FSEC screening in adherent insect or
mammalian cells. B,C) Optical microscope image of cells expressing a TRPV6-GFP fusion construct under white
(B) or fluorescent (C) illumination. D) FSEC setup in the Sobolevsky lab, with various hardware parts labeled.

Ortholog screening of TRPV5/6
To find a candidate with suitable expression levels and biochemical behavior for
structural studies, numerous orthologs of TRPV5/6 were screened by FSEC. Each orthologue
was expressed as a C-terminal GFP fusion with additional octahistidine tag and intervening
thrombin cleavage sequence (Figure 2.4A) for subsequent purification. Screens of eight
TRPV5 orthologs (Figure 2.4B) and seven TRPV6 orthologs (Figure 2.4C) solubilized in n-
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dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (C12M) are shown in Figure 2.4. Given that the ~400 kDa GFP-fused
AMPA receptor subtype GluA2 tetramer elutes at ~12 mL (24 min) on the Superose 6 column
(not shown), the ~300 kDa TRPV5/6 tetramer is expected to elute shortly after. For TRPV5, a
majority of tested orthologs showed prominent peaks at void volume (7.5 ml or 15 min),
indicating misfolding or aggregation upon detergent solubilization. Only the mouse and cattle
orthologues showed a significant fraction of species with elution time corresponding to
tetramer (13.5 ml or 27 min). However, these peaks had relatively low amplitude and
prominent left shoulder, indicating low expression level/extraction yield and poor biochemical
behavior of protein, respectively. Thus, none of the TRPV5 orthologs was selected for further
study. In the case of TRPV6, human, rat, cattle, and opossum orthologs showed sharp,
prominent peaks at elution time corresponding to tetramer. TRPV6 from rat (rV6) was selected
as an initial candidate for further study, due to its greater tetrameric peak amplitude, which
indicated higher expression or extraction yield.
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Figure 2.4. FSEC ortholog screen. A) Protein construct used for FSEC screening. The TRPV5/6 gene is fused to
C-terminal GFP and affinity tag (8xHis) with intervening proteolytic cleavage site (Thr). B,C) FSEC screen of TRPV5
(B) and TRPV6 (C) orthologs. In each experiment, the cells were solubilized in C12M and loaded onto a Superose 6
gel filtration column. Flow rate was 0.5 ml/min. (D) Common names, scientific names, and NCBI sequence ID codes
of the orthologs.

Detergent screening of rat TRPV6 using FSEC
The nonionic detergent C12M was used for the initial ortholog screening shown above, as it is
a relatively mild detergent that has been commonly used to extract and solubilize numerous
membrane proteins for structural studies. However, as crystal packing of membrane proteins
is highly dependent on the properties of the detergent micelle, we used FSEC to test whether
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rV6 was stable when extracted with a panel of other detergents previously used for structural
studies (Figure 2.5). Solubilization using detergents with the same maltoside head group as
C12M but shorter alkyl chains, n-undecyl-β-D-maltoside (C11M) and n-decyl-β-D-maltoside
(C10M), retained good chromatographic behavior. The polyoxyethylene detergents C12E8 and
C12E9 showed similarly promising chromatograms, but these detergents were not
immediately considered for purification and crystallization trials because their heterogeneous
nature can hinder crystallization216. The cyclohexyl maltoside based detergent cymal-6 and the
zwitterionic detergent CHAPS showed the ability to extract monodisperse tetramer, but
exhibited relatively low yield and significant void peak, suggesting the formation of high
molecular weight aggregations. Other detergents tested in this initial screen displayed poor
FSEC profiles characterized by widening of peaks or negligible yield of peak corresponding to
tetramer. Of note, in a separate experiment, the neopentyl glycol detergents LMNG and
DMNG were also shown to solubilize rV6 with efficacy similar to C12M (not shown).

Figure 2.5. FSEC detergent screen for rV6. Screen was conducted using superose 6 column and flow rate of 0.5
ml/min.
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Genetic removal of glycosylation site and the spontaneous L495Q mutation
SDS-PAGE analysis of the results of initial rV6 purification trials revealed heterogeneous
product exhibiting two major bands with migration expected for the mass of one subunit
(Figure 2.6A). We rationalized that the heterogeneity could originate from complex
carbohydrates at the conserved N-linked glycosylation site in the first extracellular loop of
TRPV5 and TRPV6107-109.

Indeed, SDS-PAGE analysis showed that mutation of this site

(N357 in rV6) eliminated the heterogeneity of the purified product (Figure 2.6A).
Sequencing of the custom synthesized gene of rV6 revealed the spontaneous mutation
L495Q. FSEC experiments with wild type rV6 and the L495Q mutant (Figure 2.6B) suggested
that the mutation, somewhat fortuitously, increased the tetrameric expression level of the
channel. To minimize chemical heterogeneity caused by glycosylation and maximize
expression level, both the N357D and L495Q mutations were included (unless otherwise
indicated) in most of the TRPV6 constructs described in this dissertation.

Figure 132.6. N357D and L495Q mutations eliminate heterogeneity caused by glycosylation and increase
expression level of TRPV6, respectively. A) SDS PAGE gel (visualized by UV illumination) of C-terminally
truncated rV6 constructs with mutation of N-linked glycosylation site (N357D, left lanes) and glycosylation site intact
(WT, right lanes). The two lanes for each construct correspond to two different sample volumes. Note the two bands
in the WT protein, indicating the presence of at least two differentially glycosylated species. In the N347D protein,
only one band predominates. Both samples contained purified product from Sf9 cells. B) FSEC chromatograms of
wild type rV6 (red trace) and rV6-L495Q (black trace).
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Initial expression, purification, and crystallization of rV6
rV6 was revealed in the original FSEC ortholog screen (Figure 2.4C) as a promising
candidate for structural studies. Initial FSEC expression tests of Sf9 cells infected with
baculovirus encoding wild type C-terminal GFP fusion of rV6 showed significant timedependent proteolytic cleavage of GFP during expression (Figure 2.7A). To eliminate potential
cleavage sites, various C-terminal truncations of rV6 were tested. A construct with 59 residues
truncated from the C-terminus (rV6-C2) could be expressed without significant GFP cleavage
(Figure 2.7B). rV6-C2 was subjected to large scale (3-6L) purification trials in Sf9 cells, using
C12M as the detergent for extraction and solubilization. Gel filtration (Figure 2.7C) and SDSPAGE (Figure 2.7D) analysis indicated a final product with conformational and chemical purity.
High throughput crystallization screens showed that rV6-C2 formed crystals in various
conditions containing low molecular weight polyethylene glycol (PEG 300, PEG 350MME,
PEG 400, PEG 550MME) as precipitant. For a majority of these conditions, crystals were
difficult to reproduce in manually pipetted hanging drop vapor diffusion trays. Crystals grown in
the presence of PEG 350MME as precipitant were tested for diffraction at the synchrotron. The
best of these crystals diffracted up to ~6.2 Å Bragg spacings and subsequent indexing
revealed that this crystal belonged to C2221 space group.
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Figure 2.7. Expression, purification, and crystallization of rV6-C2. A-B) FSEC expression tests of wild type rV6
(A) or rV6-C2 (B) fused to GFP and expressed in Sf9 cells in suspension. The various colored traces correspond to
1 ml of cells taken from the culture at various time points during incubation. Insets show incubation time
dependence of peak amplitudes corresponding to rV6 tetramer or GFP. C) SEC of rV6-C2 after affinity
chromatography and thrombin cleavage using a Superose 6 column. D) SDS-PAGE analysis of coommassiestained protein from various SEC fractions from C. E) Diffraction pattern of rV6-C2 crystal grown in PEG 350 MME
(picture shown in inset). F) Diffraction data statistics of rV6-C2 crystal.

Numerous initial attempts to improve crystallization by changing the protein construct
(terminal truncations, loop deletions, substitutions, insertion of fusion partners217, chimeras,
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other TRPV6 orthologs), purification conditions (exchanging detergent at SEC step, addition of
lipids and additives, changing buffer composition), and crystallization conditions (detergent
and additive screens, different crystallization techniques including under oil and LCP) were not
successful. Significant progress was attained when two factors came into play: 1) molecular
replacement solutions of rV6 crystals belonging to the C2221 space group and 2) protein
expression in HEK293S cells lacking N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I (GNTI-) mediated by
baculovirus transduction.

Molecular replacement structural solution of rV6 in C2221 space group
In late 2013, while crystallization efforts of TRPV6 were ongoing, landmark cryo-EM studies
elucidating the structure of rat TRPV1218 were published. In the Sobolevsky lab these studies
left us feeling awestruck and somewhat fearful. We were in awe of the advances in cryo-EM
that allowed de novo atomic modeling of a membrane protein without crystallization. At the
same time we were fearful of what this meant for obtaining crystal structures of TRPV6 and
other ion channels; was it worth going through the difficulties of obtaining well-diffracting
crystals when a structure could be determined with such apparent ease by cryo-EM? Sasha
suggested I should continue my efforts; we were only a “trick” or two away from getting the
crystals to diffract better. At around this time Appu Singh, a new postdoc in the lab, also
joined the efforts to help push this project to completion.
We were inspired by the TRPV1 structure to obtain a molecular replacement solution of
rV6 using the best C2221 diffraction data set obtained so far (Figure 2.7E-F). Given the
moderate (~25%) homology between TRPV1 and TRPV6 and the low resolution (~6.2 Å) of
the diffraction data, it was not immediately clear whether an accurate solution could be found.
Initial attempts using the rat TRPV1 subunit (PDB ID: 3J5P) or the mouse TRPV6 ankyrin
domain crystal structure38 (PDB ID: 3J5P) alone as search models were unsuccessful.
However, by fusing the mouse TRPV6 ankyrin domain to a homology model of the rest of the
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subunit based on rat TRPV1, we were able to find a solution in which the search model (two
subunits per asymmetric unit) was reasonably packed, with the two-fold crystallographic
symmetry axis residing in the center of the TRPV1-like tetrameric arrangement.
While a molecular replacement solution from ~6.2 Å resolution diffraction did not
provide reliable structural information of any substance about TRPV6, it revealed protein
domains and residues likely to be involved in crystal lattice contacts (Figure 2.8). One contact
in the C2221 space group involves the S1-S2 loop packing against ankryin repeat (AR) 1 and 2
(Figure 2.8A-B). The other major protein-mediated contact involves the ‘tail-to-tail’ stacking of
AR 1 through 3 from two subunits (Figure 2.8C-D). Given that we used the high-resolution
crystal structure of the isolated TRPV6 ankyrin domain as part of our search model, there was
a strong likelihood that the ankyrin domain stacking contacts were modeled accurately to the
amino acid level (Figure 2.8D). Now armed with crystal lattice contact information, we
generated a cohort of newly engineered constructs aimed at improving crystal packing and in
turn, the resulting diffraction. For example, we mutated high entropy side chains such as
glutamic acid (E93, E100), lysine (K63), arginine (R134, R139), and methionine (M96) to lower
entropy side chains such as alanine or aspartic acid. We substituted hydrophobic side chains
(I62, L92, M96) with polar side chains such as asparagine or glutamine that could potentially
make hydrogen-bond interactions at lattice interfaces. In the variable S1-S2 loop, deletions
and fusions were generated to make it more compact or structured. In tandem with construct
engineering, we tested the effect of various lipids and detergents on crystallization.
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Figure 2.8. Crystal packing in the C2221 space group. A-B) Two adjacent tetramers (colored green and purple,
respectively) of rV6 that contact each other by interaction between S1-S2 loop and ankryin repeats (ARs) 1 and 2.
B shows expanded view of box in A. The location of the N-linked glycosylation site N357 is shown. C-D) Two
adjacent rV6 tetramers (colored green and purple, respectively) that contact each other by stacking interaction
between AR 1-3. D shows expanded view of box in C. In this figure, the refined 3.25 Å resolution rV6 structure was
used as a search model to solve the 6.2 Å resolution diffraction data (Figure 2.7E-F) for clarity. We were not able to
confidently model the TM1-TM2 loop (shown in B) until we achieved higher resolutions.

The rAD-NQ construct and the C121 crystal form
Most constructs informed by this molecular replacement solution-based strategy either
had no observable effect or completely prevented crystal formation. One construct, which we
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named rAD-NQ, had 13 residues truncated from the N-terminus, 59 residues truncated from
the C-terminus, 21 residues in the variable TM1-TM2 loop (P354-L374, Figure 2.9A) replaced
with a single glycine, two cysteines mutated (C15S, C70A) to prevent non-specific disulfide
bond formation, and two mutations (L92N, M96Q) introduced based on the C2221 molecular
replacement solution. This construct, when purified in the presence of the soluble cholesterol
analogue cholesteryl hemisuccinate (CHS) and C12M, produced three-dimensional crystals
with distinct morphology in various conditions in the high throughput screens containing PEG
4000 as precipitant (Figure 2.9B). Manually optimized crystals in hanging drop vapor diffusion
trays (Figure 2.9C) diffracted to ~3.9 Å Bragg spacings at the synchrotron, with subsequent
indexing revealing that the crystals belong to the C121 space group (Figure 2.9D-E).
Notably, constructs lacking the L92N and M96Q mutations or with different TM1-TM2
loop deletions did not produce C121 crystals. Further, rAD-NQ purified in the absence of CHS
did not yield reproducible crystals, implicating three factors – the TM1-TM2 loop deletion, the
L92N/M96Q mutations, and CHS – as determinants of this new crystal form. The solution was
obtained by molecular replacement, searching for four copies of the TRPV6 ankyrin
domain/homology-derived model described earlier in the asymmetric unit (Figure 2.10A). The
lattice showed columns of tetramers interacting via ‘head-to-head’ and ‘tail-to-tail’ contacts, as
well as lateral contacts between the columns mediated by ankyrin domains. The close ‘headto-head’ contact might explain the need for significant trimming of the S1-S2 loop. Inspection
of the ‘tail-to-tail’ contact reveals potential interactions between M96Q and Q59 side chains of
opposing tetramers (Figure 2.10B-C), demonstrating the importance of the M96Q mutation for
this lattice contact. The L92N residue was apparently not involved, at least directly, in lattice
contacts. Whether this mutation is necessary to form C121 crystals is unclear, as we have
thus far only tested constructs contacting both the L92N and M96Q mutations.
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Figure 2.9. Crystals of rAD-NQ. A) Sequence alignment of the various TRPV6 orthlogs. Regions corresponding to
S1 and S2 are indicated above as TM1 and TM2. The red box encloses the portion of the loop connecting S1 and
S2 replaced with a single glycine in the rAD-NQ construct. B) Image of crystals from high throughput crystallization
screen with PEG 4000 as precipitant. C) Optimized rAD-NQ crystal in condition containing PEG 4000. D)
Diffraction of rAD-NQ crystal. Inset shows expanded view of red box, illustrating diffraction spots beyond the outer
circle, which marks 4 Å. E) Statistics summarizing an exemplary data set from this crystal form.
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Figure 2.10. Crystal packing of rAD-NQ crystals in the C121 space group. A) Overall crystal packing, with the
protein contents of an asymmetric unit (four monomers of rAD-NQ) shown in green. Red box highlights ‘head-tohead’ contact between the extracellular TM loops of two tetramers. Blue box highlights lateral contact between
ankyrin domains. Yellow box shows ‘tail-to-tail’ vertical contact between ankyrin domains of two tetramers. B-C)
Two expanded views of ‘tail-to-tail’ contacts involving interaction between M96Q residue of chain B (B) or chain D
(C) with Q59 of neighboring symmetry mate. Alpha carbons are shown as spheres and distance between alpha
carbons is illustrated as dashed line and labeled.

Finding a construct and purification procedure that produced crystals diffracting beyond
4 Å resolution was reason for excitement, as the major bottleneck of obtaining well diffracting
crystals was seemingly overcome. Since we could solve the “phase problem” by molecular
replacement, the next step was to build a refined model, which could be difficult at the
relatively low resolution of ~3.9 Å. After many cycles of manual building in COOT219 and
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automatic refinement using REFMAC220 or PHENIX221, we were able to build most of the
structure, including novel structural elements (including N-terminal helix and C-terminal hook,
which will be described in following chapter) that are not present in the TRPV1 model or the
TRPV6 ankyrin domain crystal structure. The structure could be refined to Rwork/Rfree values of
29/32, which given the low resolution suggests reasonable agreement between the model and
diffraction data.
However, there was a significant caveat of this crystal form; while electron density was
continuous for the entire cytosolic domain, density for the TM domain as a whole was weak,
with the entire pore domain (S5-S6 and the intervening reentrant loop, which contains the
presumed selectivity filter) having only scattered density in each of the non-crystallographically
related monomers (Figure 2.11). This scattered TM domain density was a characteristic of all
C121 crystals from which diffraction data was collected. In the molecular replacement solution
of the 6.2 Å resolution C2221 data set (Figure 2.7E-F), cylindrical densities corresponding to
S5 and S6 were robust in both 2Fo-Fc and ‘omit’ Fo-Fc maps, indicating that the scattered
pore density was specific to the C2221 crystal form or rAD-NQ construct. We deduced that
either the S1-S2 loop deletion, addition of CHS, or induced disorder by the ‘head-to-head’
crystal contact (Figure 2.10A) was responsible for the scattered density. Attempts to overcome
this issue by modifying the construct (engineering of extracellular loops, reversal of the
aforementioned spontaneous L495Q mutation in S5, TM domain chimeras with other
orthologs) or by addition of lipids or exchanging detergent have thus far been unsuccessful.
Despite the disappointment caused by absence of interpretable density for the pore
domain, there were two reasons to be encouraged. 1) Modifications in the construct, including
amino acid substitutions at crystal contacts, could lead to crystal forms with improved
diffracting power. 2) Resolution better than 4 Å was achieved, suggesting that there is not a
specific problem with TRPV6 (extreme relative mobility of domains, for instance) that
precludes its structure determination by X-ray crystallography.
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Figure 2.11. Electron density for rAD-NQ crystals. A-B) side and top-down views of the rAD-NQ tetramer. The
pore domain is highlighted by red box. In the side view, the approximate boundaries of the membrane bilayer are
shown as black lines. C-F) TM (top) and cytosolic (bottom) domains of chains A through D (C-F), which are not
related by crystallographic symmetry. In the entirety of the figure, 2Fo-Fc maps (blue mesh), contoured at 1.0 σ, is
superposed on to ribbon models. Note the scattered density of the pore domain.

Expression of TRPV6 constructs in HEK293S GNTI- cells using the BacMam system
In the fall of 2014, we aimed to take advantage of the recently developed BacMam expression
system222,223 to produce TRPV6 protein for crystallization. In the BacMam system, baculovirus
encoding the protein of interest is generated in insect cells, and subsequently used to
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transduce HEK293S GNTI- cells, where the constitutively active CMV promoter drives
expression. One of the advantages of the BacMam system is improved expression level of
membrane proteins over other insect-cell based systems. The quantity of virus used for
transduction (which is of greater importance for transduction of mammalian cells than for
infection of insect cells for the straightforward reason that mammalian cells do not have the
ability to generate new virus particles) and the presence of histone deacetylase inhibitors such
as sodium butyrate224 to increase transcription are determining factors for expression level in
the BacMam system222.
To optimize expression levels of rV6 using BacMam, FSEC was applied to small-scale
(40 ml) suspension cultures of HEK293S GNTI- cells transduced with various volumes of virus
and in the presence of varying concentrations of sodium butyrate (Figure 2.12). As expected,
the amounts of virus and sodium butyrate added had a significant impact on expression level,
which was defined in this experiment as FSEC tetrameric peak amplitude. A ratio of infection
(ROI; defined as the volumetric ratio of virus added to cell culture volume) of 0.2 and 10 mM
sodium butyrate were noted as optimal values for rV6 expression. Indeed, large-scale
expression of rV6 using these parameters in HEK293S GNTI- cells yielded two- to three-fold
higher purification yields than baculovirus-infected Sf9 cells. This increased yield was
instrumental for the progression of the project, as it allowed us to maximize throughput as we
screened many constructs and other parameters. The greater purity attained when the protein
is expressed at higher levels may also have been beneficial for crystal growth.
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Figure 2.12. Dependence of expression level on quantities of virus and sodium butyrate added. Small-scale
cultures of cells were transduced with varying ratios of infections (ROI; defined as the volumetric ratio of virus
added to cell culture volume) and concentrations of sodium butyrate (NaBu) as indicated. NaBu was added 12
hours after transduction, and incubation temperature was shifted from 37°C to 30°C upon NaBu addition.

Impact of N-linked glycosylation and improvement of the C2221 crystal form
Another important advantage of BacMam system is that in the GNTI- cell line, complex
N-glycans that can hinder crystallization are absent222,223. Further, the N-glycans produced by
GNTI- cells are robustly sensitive to digestion by endoglycosidase H (endoH), which trims the
sugar to a single residue225. Thus far, we had been primarily expressing TRPV6 constructs in
Sf9 cells with the conserved glycosylation site genetically silenced because we presumed the
heterogeneous glycosylation (Figure 2.6A) would negatively influence crystallization. However,
there were rationales for retaining the glycosylation site for crystallization of TRPV6. A
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potential structural role for glycosylation of TRPV5/6 is suggested by its importance for
channel activity107,226. In addition, molecular replacement solution of data from crystals
belonging to the C2221 space group revealed that the glycosylation site was potentially located
at a crystal lattice contact (Figure 2.8b).
To test the behavior of glycosylated constructs expressed in GNTI- cells, the
aforementioned construct rV6-C2 construct with the native N357 glycoslylation site107,226 intact
was expressed and purified (using C12M as detergent), then subjected to cleavage by EndoH.
SDS-PAGE (Figure 2.13A-B) and FSEC (Figure 2.13C) analysis showed slightly increased
mobility and delayed elution time, respectively after overnight EndoH digestion, indicating at
least partial sugar cleavage. Both EndoH-cleaved and untreated rV6-C2 protein was subjected
to crystallization trials. For both samples, crystals of similar morphology formed in conditions
containing low molecular weight PEG as precipitant. Interestingly, crystals of uncleaved
protein were more reproducible and generally diffracted to higher resolution (~4.5 Å) than
cleaved protein (~4.8 Å). Notably, these crystals had demonstrably greater diffracting power
than crystals we tested of the same construct expressed in Sf9 cells, which diffracted to ~6 Å
resolution.
In subsequent experiments, the surface mutations L92N and M96Q from the
aforementioned rAD-NQ construct were introduced onto the rV6-C2 construct to make a new
construct rV6-C2-NQ. The best crystals from this construct (not treated with EndoH) diffracted
to ~4.0 Å resolution with the same packing (C2221) as rV6-C2 (Figure 2.13D-E). Molecular
replacement solution was found using the pseudo-refined model from the C121 crystal form as
search model. The resulting structural solution, which contains two subunits in the asymmetric
unit, showed strong electron density in the vicinity of N357 that was putatively assigned as a
portion of the N-linked glycan (Figure 2.13F). The putative glycan is apparently involved in a
lattice contact with ankyrin repeats 1 and 2 from the symmetry mate, which could explain why
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crystals from protein expressed in HEK293S GNTI- cells diffracted to higher resolutions than
the same construct (or N357D mutation-containing constructs) expressed in Sf9 cells.

Figure 2.13. Glycosylation of N357 influences crystallization in C2221 space group. A-B) SDS-PAGE analysis
of rV6-C2 (C-terminal GFP fusion after affinity purification) purified from HEK293S GNTI cells treated with EndoH.
B shows expanded view of the bands in A. Note the slight increase in mobility after EndoH treatment. Black arrow
points to smudged band corresponding to EndoH. C) FSEC analysis of EndoH treated and untreated rV6-C2. Note
the slight shift in elution indicating the EndoH treated protein has smaller particle sizeD) Diffraction pattern of rV6C2-NQ crystals belonging to C2221 space group. Edges of image correspond to 3.7 Å resolution. Top inset shows
crystals from high-throughput screen with undigested rV6-C2 protein solubilized in C12M. Lower inset shows
optimized crystals of rV6-C2-NQ protein in the presence of PEG 400 as precipitant. E) Diffraction statistics from
exemplary rV6-C2-NQ crystal. F) Structural solution of rV6-C2-NQ in C2221 space group shows robust density
corresponding to N-linked glycan at N-357. Blue mesh shows 2Fo-Fc map contoured at 1.0 σ. Green mesh shows
Fo-Fc difference map contoured at 3.0 σ. Both maps were calculated in the absence of N-glycan in the model.
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After finding the molecular replacement solution, the model was manually rebuilt and
refined to fit the electron density map. We were pleased that data from this crystal form, unlike
the C121 crystal form obtained with the rAD-NQ construct, contained robust electron density
for the TM domain of both monomers in the asymmetric unit (Figure 2.14A-C). Although the
overall coverage of interpretable density was improved, we were unable to decrease R-factors
beyond Rwork/Rfree ~0.31/0.35, indicating some uncertainty in the model’s accuracy.
Nonetheless, some interesting insights could be gleaned from this preliminary low-resolution
structure. For example, comparison of the TM domains of TRPV6 and TRPV1 reveals that
while the S5 of TRPV6 is almost entirely vertical and straight, in TRPV1, the intracellular
portion of S5 bends into the S4-S5 linker (Figure 2.14D). Interpretable density is absent for the
rV6 S4-S5 linker in both monomers of the asymmetric unit, indicating that this linker is
unstructured and serves a different function in TRPV6 compared to TRPV1. However, it is also
possible that detergent extraction and solubilization may have caused a loss of structure in the
S4-S5 linker (see Chapter 3 for further discussion).
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Figure 2.14. Structure and electron density of rV6-C2-NQ crystals belong to C2221 space group. A) Side view
of two monomers of rV6-C2-NQ, which constitutes the protein contents of the asymmetric unit. Approximate
boundaries of the membrane bilayer are shown as black lines. B-C) Side views of the TM domains of each
monomer in the asymmetric unit. The pore domain is highlighted by red box. D) Alignment of the pore domains of
TRPV1 (PDB: 3J5P, magenta ribbon) and TRPV6 (yellow ribbon). The lower part of S5 bends into the S4-S5 linker
in TRPV1, while S5 remains straight in TRPV6. In the entirety of the figure, 2Fo-Fc maps (blue mesh), contoured at
1.0 σ, are superposed on to ribbon models.

Crystallization in P4212 space group facilitated by I62Y mutation
In order to build an accurately refined model and gain detailed insights of structurefunction relationships in TRPV6, especially with regards to its calcium-selective permeation,
further improvement of the diffraction quality of the crystals was necessary. As efforts to
improve the C2221 crystals by varying purification or crystallization conditions did not help
extend diffracting power beyond ~4.0 Å resolution, we once again turned to the crystal lattice
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contact-based strategy that previously helped produce the rAD-NQ construct and the C121
crystal form (Figure 2.9).
We had observed that among the dozens of constructs we had made based on this
strategy, the construct in which two hydrophobic residues were mutated to polar residues
(L92N and M96Q) resulted in the most significant changes in crystallization. In the lattice
packing of the C2221 crystal form, the hydrophobic side chain of I62 is present in the vertical
ankyrin repeat domain-ankyrin repeat domain contact, in close proximity with the N131 side
chain of the neighboring symmetry mate (Figure 2.15A). To create a favorable interaction with
N131 or perhaps to help support the generation of unique crystal packing, I62 was mutated to
asparagine, aspartic acid or tyrosine, using rV6-C2-NQ as the background construct. These
three constructs were purified from HEK293S GNTI- cells using C12M as detergent. High
throughput screens showed that the construct with the I62Y substitution (rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y)
crystallized differently from I62N and I62D. Crystal hits in various conditions with low molecular
weight PEG had bar or plate morphology with sharp edges for rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y (Figure
2.15B), while for I62N and I62D similar conditions only contained needles or flakes (Figure
2.15C-D). Initially optimized crystals of rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y grew as thin plates (Figure 2.15E)
and diffracted to a resolution of ~3.5 Å, with P4212 space group symmetry. From manual
screening of additives to improve crystal morphology, we discovered that addition of 50 mM
ammonium formate to the protein directly before crystallization increased crystal thickness
(Figure 2.15E). The best crystals grew in the presence of PEG 350 MME as precipitant and
produced diffraction data to ~3.25 Å resolution (Figure 2.15E-F). Similar to the C121 and
C2221 space groups, ankyrin repeats are prominently involved in lattice contacts. Closer
inspection of the crystal contact reveals how the introduction of a tyrosine side chain by the
I62Y mutation may have facilitated crystallization in this space group by contacting K66 from a
neighboring symmetry mate (Figure 2.15G).
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Figure 2.15. I62Y mutation permits crystallization in P4212 space group. A) Crystal lattice contact in C2221
space group, with I62 and N131 side chains shown as sticks. B-D) Crystal hits from high throughput screens for
rV6-C2-NQ with I62Y (B), I62N (C), or I62D (D) mutations introduced. E) Diffraction pattern from rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y
crystals. Outer circle represents 3.5 Å resolution. Upper inset shows initially optimized rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y crystals
with PEG 350MME as precipitant. Thin plates grow vertically. Lower inset shows crystals grown when 50 mM
ammonium formate was added to protein prior to crystallization, increasing thickness. H) Diffraction statistics from
data set collected from a single exemplary crystal. G) Crystal lattice packing of P4212 crystals is apparently involves
interactions between I62Y and K66 side chains.

Conclusion
After many trials, we finally discovered a way to produce well-diffracting crystals of TRPV6.
Broadly, the work described in this chapter exemplifies how subtle changes in the protein
construct can have substantial effects on membrane protein crystallization, and in turn,
structure determination. Perhaps not surprisingly, the most significant changes and
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improvements in crystallization resulted from mutagenesis at portions of the protein surface
involved in crystal lattice contacts. Notably, despite numerous trials of heavily engineered
constructs with deletions, fusions, or truncations, the construct that thus far diffracted to the
highest resolution only contained a C-terminal truncation and four point mutations.
We used the best crystal of the rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y construct to build a refined structure
of TRPV6 to 3.25 Å resolution. A discussion of this structure, accompanied by supporting
crystallographic, biochemical, and functional experiments, can be found in the following
chapter.

Methods
Molecular biology
All TRPV5 and TRPV6 genes were custom synthesized in codon-optimized form and
subcloned via BamHI and NotI restriction sites into pFastBac1 or pEG-BacMam222 vector
containing C-terminal thrombin site, eGFP, and octahistidine tag. All substitution and deletion
mutants were produced by primer-directed mutagenesis confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Insertion of fusion proteins was typically carried out by Gibson assembly.

Baculovirus production
To generate recombinant bacmids by transposition, DH10Bac E. coli cells were transformed
with pFastBac1 or pEG-BacMam vectors carrying TRPV5/6 insert and plated on LB agar
plates containing kanamycin, gentamicin, tetracycline, Bluo-gal, and IPTG, which allows the
selection of blue/white colonies. Recombinant bacmid was isolated from overnight cultures of
single white colonies using standard protocols in the Bac-to-Bac manual (Life Technologies).
Adherent Sf9 cells in six-well plates were transfected with bacmid using Cellfectin-II reagent
(Life Technologies). Cells were monitored by fluorescence microscopy, and P1 virus was
harvested by passing supernatant through 0.22 micron filter, once >90% of cells showed GFP
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expression (usually 4-6 days). P2 virus was generated by adding P1 virus to a suspension
culture of Sf9 cells at density of 0.5-2.0 x 106 cells per ml, using a virus:culture volume ratio of
~1:1000. P2 virus was harvested 2-4 days later by pelleting cells and filtering supernatant. P2
viruses were stored at 4°C in the dark for up to four months.

BacMam viruses were

concentrated by ultracentrifugation at 23,000 RPM for 1 hour at 4°C, then the virus pellet was
resuspended with a desired volume of Freestyle 293 media supplemented with 2% FBS.

Fluorescence detection size exclusion chromatography (FSEC)
FSEC was carried out using established protocols206. Briefly, pellets from 1-2mL of
transfected, infected, or transduced Sf9 or HEK cells were typically resuspended in 200 μL
buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM C12M or other detergent, and
protease inhibitors, and rotated at 4°C for 1-4 hours. The resulting lysate was clarified by
centrifugation at 40,000 RPM for at least 40 minutes, and loaded onto a Superose 6 column
equilibrated to a buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM
C12M. To monitor eGFP fluorescence, sample was excited at 488 nM and emission at 507 nM
was detected. To monitor tryptophan fluorescence of purified protein, sample was excited at
280 nM and emission at 334 nM was detected.

Large scale (0.8-6L) protein production and purification
Constructs were primarily expressed as C-terminal thrombin cleavage site (LVPRGS), eGFP,
and octahistidine or strep-tagged (WSHPQFEK) fusions for proteolytic cleavage of tags,
fluorescence detection, and affinity purification purposes. For Sf9 expression, cells were
infected at a cell density of 2.5-4.0 x 106 cells per ml with 20-35 ml of non-concentrated P2
virus per 1L of culture and incubated at 27°C for 48-72 hours before harvesting. For BacMam
expression, HEK293S GNTI- cells were transduced at a cell density of 2.5-3.5 x 106 cells per
ml with 10-15 ml of 10x concentrated P2 virus per 800 ml of culture and incubated at 37°C in
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the presence of 5% CO2 for 8-12 hours before adding 10 mM NaBu (from 2M stock dissolved
in water) and switching to 30°C for an additional 36-60 hours.
Protein purification protocols for Sf9 and HEK cells were identical. Cells were
resuspended in a buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM βmercaptoethanol (βME), 0.8 µM aprotinin, 2 µg/ml leupeptin, 2 mM pepstatin A and 1 mM
phenylmethysulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). The cells were disrupted using a Misonix Sonicator (12
× 15 sec, power level 7), and the resulting homogenate was clarified by spinning in a Sorval
centrifuge at 7,500 rpm for 15 min. Crude membranes were collected by ultracentrifugation for
1 hour in a Beckman Ti45 rotor at 40,000 rpm. The membranes were mechanically
homogenized and subsequently solubilized for 2-4 hours in a buffer containing 150 mM NaCl,
20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM βME, 20 mM n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (C12M) or other
detergent/lipid combination, 0.8 µM aprotinin, 2 µg/ml leupeptin, 2 mM pepstatin A and 1 mM
PMSF. After insoluble material was removed by ultracentrifugation, streptavidin-linked resin
(for strep-tagged protein) or cobalt-charged metal affinity resin (for octahistidine-tagged
protein) was added to the supernatant and rotated for 4-16 hours. For octahistidine-tagged
protein, 10 mM imidazole was added to supernatant before the resin to prevent nonspecific
binding. Resin was washed with 10 column volumes of wash buffer containing 150 mM NaCl,
20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM βME, and 1 mM C12M or other detergent/lipid combination (with 40
mM imidazole in the case of octahistidine-tagged protein) and the protein was eluted using
wash buffer supplemented with 2.5 mM D-desthiobiotin (for strep-tagged protein) or 250 mM
imidazole (for octahistidine-tagged protein). The eluted fusion protein was concentrated to
~1.0 mg/ml and digested with thrombin at a mass ratio of 1:100 (thrombin:protein) for 1.5
hours at 22˚C. The digested protein was concentrated and injected into a Superose 6 column
equilibrated in a buffer composed of 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM βME, and
0.5 mM C12M or other detergent/lipid combination. 10 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
(TCEP) was added to fractions with elution time corresponding to the tetrameric channel, and
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protein was concentrated to 2.5-3.0 mg/ml using 100 kDa MWCO concentrator. Of note, for
purification of the rAD-NQ construct to produce crystals belonging to the C121 space group,
cholesteryl hemisuccinate (CHS) was added to C12M-containing buffers in a 1:10 mass ratio
of CHS:C12M. Typically, BacMam expression yielded 2-3 fold greater yields per liter of culture
than expression in Sf9 cells. Anecdotally, using octahistidine versus strep-tag for affinity
purification did not produce noticeable differences in expression level, purification yield,
biochemical behavior, or crystallization. Strep-tag based purification was almost exclusively
used in the latter stages of the project.
To test whether cleavage of N-linked glycans affected crystallization (Figure 2.13A-C),
EndoH was added in a 1:1 mass ratio to GFP fused rV6 after elution from affinity
chromatography, and rotated overnight at 4°C. Subsequent purification steps were followed as
described above. As EndoH cleavage did not improve crystallization for any of the limited
number of constructs tested, it was not retained as a regular part of the rV6 purification
protocol.

Crystallization
Purified protein was routinely subjected to high throughput crystallization screening in the
sitting drop vapor diffusion setting, facilitated by Mosquito liquid dispensing robotics (TTP
LabTech) and RockImager (Formulatrix) automated imaging systems. Commercial sparse
matrix screens including MemGold (Molecular Dimensions) and MembFac HT (Hampton
Research) were used for initial high-throughput screening of crystallization conditions. Primary
“hits” from the screening experiments were imaged for UV fluorescence and scaled up (1-2 µl
protein per drop) in sitting drop or hanging drop vapor diffusion trays. For a majority of
constructs and crystal forms tested, hanging drop trays produced the largest and most
reproducible crystals, with a protein:reservoir volume ratio between 1:1 and 2:1 in the drop. All
crystals in manual vapor diffusion trays were grown at 20°C.
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For each crystal form described in this chapter, initial attempts to manually reproduce
and optimize crystal growth were carried out on the basis of conditions producing hits in high
throughput screen. The initially optimized rV6-C2 crystals (Figure 2.7E) grew with reservoir
solution composed of 27% PEG 350 MME, 40 mM NaCl, and 40 mM Tris pH 8.0. The best
rAD-NQ crystals belonging to the C121 space group grew with reservoir solution composed of
12-15% PEG 4000, 200 mM Na Acetate, 100 mM Tris pH 8.0-8.5. The best rV6-C2-NQ
crystals (Figure 2.13D) belonging to the C2221 space group grew with reservoir solution
composed of 20-24% PEG 400, 300 mM Na acetate, 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris pH 8.0-8.5.
rV6-C2-NQ-I62Y crystals belonging to P4212 space group grew best with reservoir composed
of 20-24% PEG 350 MME, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0-8.5 (Figure 2.15E, upper inset).
For these crystals, addition of 50 mM ammonium formate to protein immediately before setting
up trays was found to increase crystal thickness (Figure 2.15E, lower inset).
Crystals were cryoprotected by increasing PEG concentration to ~35% in stepwise
fashion (for reservoir solutions containing PEG 350 MME or PEG 400) or by adding 20%
glycerol to the drop in 5% increments (for reservoir solutions containing PEG 4000), followed
by brief incubation. Crystals were then harvested in nylon loops, transferred to ALS-style or
universal pucks, and stored in liquid nitrogen for shipping to the synchrotron.

X-ray data collection and processing
X-ray diffraction data were collected at NSLS X29, APS NECAT 24 ID-C/E, and ALS
8.2.2./5.0.1/5.0.2 synchrotron beamlines. The experimentally collected spot intensities were
indexed, integrated, scaled and merged together using processing programs such as XDS227,
HKL2000228, or IMOSFLM229. The scaled intensities were converted into the structure factor
amplitudes by CTRUNCATE program in CCP4 suite230. The Phaser231 program was used to
obtain structural solutions by molecular replacement, with the structure of mouse TRPV6
ankyrin domain (PDB code 2RFA; consisting of residues 44-225) fused to a homology model
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of the rest of TRPV6 based on the structure of TRPV1 (PDB code: 3J5P) as a search model.
As permitted by the resolution of the diffraction data and quality of the electron density from
the structural solution, the structural models were iteratively refined in REFMAC220 or
PHENIX221 and manually built in COOT219. All figures showing molecular models were created
in Pymol232.
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Chapter 3.
Crystal structure of the epithelial calcium channel TRPV6
(This chapter was adapted with modifications from a manuscript titled “Crystal structure of the
epithelial calcium channel TRPV6” published in Nature in 2016191)

Introduction
The transient receptor potential (TRP) channels are a superfamily of cation permeable ion
channels that are widely known for their role as transducers of sensory modalities, including
temperature, taste, olfaction, vision, hearing and touch124. TRP channels are also crucial for a
diverse range of physiological processes, such as neurite outgrowth, hormone secretion and
control of vascular tone39,124. Accordingly, mutations or malfunction of TRP channels are
associated with numerous human diseases, including cardiovascular, renal, nociceptive and
metabolic disorders141.
TRPV5 and TRPV6 are TRP channels that are uniquely selective for Ca2+ (PCa/PNa >
100)74,233. They have not been reported responsive to temperature, tastants or odors, but the
mechanosensitive properties of TRPV6 appear to be important for the formation of microvilli234.
TRPV5 and TRPV6 belong to the vanilloid (TRPV) subfamily of TRP channels, share ~75%
sequence identity, and are involved in the transport of calcium through epithelial cell
membranes235. Knockout of TRPV6 in mice leads to impaired Ca2+ homeostasis, including
defective intestinal Ca2+ absorption, increased urinary Ca2+ excretion, decreased femoral bone
mineral density, lower body weight, severely impaired fertility, alopecia and dermatitis47,51,54,236.
Altered TRPV6 expression has also been shown in various transgenic mouse models of
human diseases237, including Pendred, Low and Gitelman syndromes as well as Crohn’s-like,
Dent and kidney stone diseases. TRPV6 expression is decreased in placenta of women
suffering from pre-eclampsia58.

In addition, TRPV6 is implicated in development and
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progression of numerous forms of cancer and its overexpression pattern correlates with the
aggressiveness of the disease72,238,239. Accordingly, TRPV6 has emerged as a target for the
diagnosis and treatment of various carcinomas73,240.
Structurally, TRPV5 and TRPV6 represent homo- or heteromeric assemblies of four
subunits241, each containing a central K+ channel-like transmembrane (TM) domain that is
flanked by intracellular N- and C-terminal domains. The overall architecture and potential
gating mechanisms of TRP channels have recently been illuminated by cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of TRPV1177,218 and TRPA1242. While these studies show
conserved features of TRP channels, they also reveal structural moieties uniquely suited to
physiological roles of individual TRP channels. Correspondingly, for TRPV5 and TRPV6, what
structural elements determine their exceptionally high selectivity for Ca2+? How does their
design impart multimodal gating properties distinct from other TRP channels (i.e.,
mechanosensitivity and lack of temperature sensitivity)? What are the structural mechanisms
of their gating, channel block and regulation by cellular factors? Motivated by these types of
questions, we embarked on structural characterization of the epithelial Ca2+ channels TRPV5
and TRPV6.

Structure Determination
We screened various orthologs of TRPV5 and TRPV6 and discovered rat TRPV6 as a
promising candidate for our structural studies (see Chapter 2). We modified the 727-residue
wild type rat TRPV6 polypeptide to create the crystallization construct TRPV6cryst, which has
59 residues truncated at the C-terminus and contains four point mutations that were
introduced to facilitate structure determination (I62Y, L92N, M96Q and L495Q). Experiments
with the fluorescent Ca2+ indicator Fura 2-AM show that cells expressing TRPV6cryst exhibit
Ca2+ permeability similar to wild type (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Functional characterization of wild type rat TRPV6 and TRPV6cryst. a,b,d,e,g,h, Representative
ratiometric fluorescence measurements for HEK cells expressing wild type rat TRPV6 (a,d,g) or TRPV6cryst (b,e,h).
Arrows indicate the time at which the corresponding ion was added. After resuspending the cells in nominally
2+
2+
calcium-free buffer, addition of Ca (a,b) or Ba (d,e) resulted in robust concentration-dependent increase in Fura2 signal for both wild type rat TRPV6 and TRPV6cryst. In contrast, pre-incubation of cells with increasing
3+
concentrations of Gd resulted in concentration-dependent reduction in Fura-2 signal for both wild type (g) and
3+
45
2+
TRPV6cryst (h), consistent with Gd inhibition of wild type TRPV6 demonstrated previously using Ca uptake
88
2+
2+
measurements . c-f, Dose-response curves for Ca (c) and Ba (f) permeation calculated for wild type (blue) and
TRPV6cryst (red) (n=3 for all measurements). The changes in F340/F380 were normalized to their approximated
2+
2+
maximal values at saturating concentrations of Ca or Ba , respectively. The apparent values of EC50 for
2+
2+
2+
TRPV6cryst (1.70 ± 0.26 mM for Ca and 1.27 ± 0.67 mM for Ba ) are similar to wild type (1.47 ± 0.80 mM for Ca
2+
3+
and 1.91 ± 0.74 mM for Ba ). i, Dose-response curves for Gd inhibition calculated for wild type (blue) and
2+
TRPV6cryst (red) (n=3 for all measurements). The changes in F340/F380 evoked by addition of 2 mM Ca after
3+
preincubation with various concentrations of Gd were normalized to the maximal change in F340/F380 after addition
2+
3+
of 2 mM Ca in the absence of Gd . The apparent values of IC50 for wild type (3.87 ± 0.83 µM) are comparable
with TRPV6cryst (2.57 ± 0.28 µM). Overall, the mutations introduced to crystallize TRPV6 did not significantly alter its
cation permeation and inhibition properties. The absence of time-dependent decay of Fura 2-AM signal in the case
of TRPV6cryst is presumably due to its C-terminal truncation, which eliminated a calmodulin binding site involved in
2+
243
Ca -dependent inactivation of TRPV6 .

The best crystals of TRPV6cryst, which diffracted to 3.25 Å resolution, grew by vapor
diffusion, belonged to the P4212 space group, and contained one protomer in the asymmetric
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unit. We solved the TRPV6cryst structure by molecular replacement, using the high-resolution
structure of the mouse TRPV6 ankyrin domain38 as a search probe and iteratively built the rest
of the molecule using rat TRPV1 structure218 as a guide. The electron density map (Figure 3.2)
was readily interpretable for most of the polypeptide, encompassing residues 27-637,
excluding parts of the S2-S3 linker (residues 409-416) and S4-S5 linker (residues 471-479),
which were not clearly visible in the electron density map. Sequence registry was aided by
anomalous difference Fourier maps highlighting natural sulfur atoms of cysteines and
methionines and selenium atoms in protein with selenomethionines substituted for
methionines (Figure 3.3). The resulting model of TRPV6cryst was refined to good
crystallographic statistics and stereochemistry (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.2. Electron density. a, Stereo view of 2FO-FC electron density map (blue mesh, 45-3.25 Å, 1.0σ)
superimposed onto a ribbon model for the entire TRPV6cryst monomer. b-g, Close-up views of the 2FO-FC map for
various portions of TRPV6cryst model, with side chains shown in stick representation. In e, two diagonally opposed
2+
subunits are shown to clarify the position of the central pore axis, and the bound Ca ion is shown as a green
sphere. In f, inset shows expanded view of the boxed region, demonstrating electron density for connectivity in the
218,242,244
S6-TRP helix linker that is distinct from other TRP channel structures
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Figure 3.3 Anomalous difference Fourier maps for sulfur and selenium. A, FSEC analysis of TRPV6cryst
expression in HEK293S GNTI cells using protocol to generate selenomethionine-labeled protein (see methods).
Samples were taken at 24h (black trace), 36h (red trace), 48h (blue trace). B, crystals of selenomethionine-labeled
TRPV6cryst. grown via hanging drop vapor diffusion.C-E, Fragments of the TRPV6cryst model (yellow ribbon)
superimposed onto anomalous difference Fourier maps from X-ray diffraction data collected at 1.75 Å from crystals
2+
grown in 10 mM Ca (cyan mesh, 38-4.59 Å, 3.0σ) and at 0.979 Å from selenomethionine-labeled crystals (pink
mesh, 30-5.00 Å, 3.2σ) of TRPV6cryst. Anomalous signal collected from a selenomethionine-labeled crystal of
TRPV6cryst with L630M substitution (A, green mesh, 30-7.20 Å, 3.2σ) was used to aid registry in the C-terminal β3
strand. Domains are labeled in blue. Cysteine and methionine residues are shown as sticks and labeled. Sulfur
anomalous difference peaks were observed for all cysteines in the TRPV6cryst model. Selenium anomalous
difference peaks were observed for all methionines in the model, except for M480 and M484 in S5, presumably due
to flexibility.
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(3.36 - 3.25)

49.56 - 3.85
(3.99 - 3.85)

49.56 - 3.65
(3.78 - 3.65)

50.00 - 3.80
(3.936 - 3.80)

40.00 - 7.20
(7.46 - 7.20)

40.00 - 5.00
(5.18 - 5.00)
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96.0
(94.7)

99.5
(95.4)

99.9
(99.8)

99.5
(97.3)
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(100.0)

100.0
(100.0)

Redundancy*

8.7
(9.2)

15.4
(13.9)

26.5
(17.2)

11.4
(6.4)

16.3
(17.5)

13.7
(13.9)

|I/σ|*

16.9
(1.3)

15.2
(1.5)

25.0
(2.4)

19.4
(1.6)

27.3
(6.3)

21.8
(4.7)

Rmeas (%)*

9.8
(132.6)

13.1
(228.5)

10.6
(143.1)

8.9
(120.7)

20.7
(86.4)

19.2
(93.5)

CC1/2

99.8
(85.7)

98.0
(76.8)

99.5
(85.7)

99.9
(63.7)

98.5
(89.8)

98.3
(92.5)

Resolution (Å)*

44.48 - 3.25
(3.36 - 3.25)

49.56 - 3.85
(3.99 - 3.85)

50.00 - 3.65
(3.78 -3.65)

49.56 - 3.80
(3.94 - 3.80)

Completeness
(%)

96
(93.8)

100
(99.9)

100
(99.9)

99
(96.9)

Number of
reflections

18531
(1724)

21705
(2187)

25439
(2521)

22443
(2170)

Refinement

Rwork/Rfree

0.273/0.287

0.291/0.326

0.276/0.281

0.298/0.321

Number of atoms
Total

4722

4760

4720

4746

Ligand

16

4

3

2

Protein

120.5

143.8

135.1

144.23

Ligand

77.27

136.75

24.14

178.86

Bond length (Å)

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.002

Bond angles (⁰)

0.7

0.62

0.62

0.63

Favored (%)

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

Allowed (%)

5.4

5.4

5.4

5.4

Disallowed (%)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2

B-factor (Å )

RMS deviations

Ramachandran

Table 3.1. Data collection and refinement statistics.
*Highest resolution shell in parentheses.
5% of reflections were used for calculation of Rfree.
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Architecture and domain organization
The four-fold symmetrical structure of TRPV6cryst (Figure 3.4) has an overall architecture
reminiscent of TRPV1218 (Figure 3.5) and contains two main components: a TM domain with a
central ion channel pore, and a ~70-Å tall and ~110 Å wide intracellular skirt where four
subunits comprise walls enclosing a ~50 Å X 50 Å wide cavity that resides underneath the ion
channel.
Like TRPV1, the intracellular domains of a single TRPV6cryst subunit contain an ankyrin
repeat domain (ARD) with six ankyrin repeats, followed by a linker domain that includes a β
hairpin (composed of β-strands β1 and β2) and a helix-turn-helix motif resembling a seventh
ankyrin repeat, and the pre-S1 helix, which connects the linker domain to the TM domain
(Figure 3.4d-f, Figure 3.6). Also similar to TRPV1, a six-residue stretch at the C-terminus
comprises a β-strand (β3) that tethers to the β hairpin in the linker domain to create a threestranded β-sheet. In addition to the conserved domains, TRPV6cryst shows novel components,
namely the N-terminal helix and C-terminal hook, which pack against each other to form an
intersubunit interface along the corners of the intracellular skirt. A sequence alignment of rat
TRPV orthologs, annotated with secondary structure elements of TRPV6cryst, is shown in
Figure 3.5.
Similar to other TRP channels218,242, the TM domain of TRPV6cryst crudely resembles
voltage gated K+245 or Na+246,247 channels and includes six TM helices (S1-S6) and a pore loop
(P-loop) between S5 and S6. The first four TM helices form a bundle to comprise the S1-S4
domain. In voltage-gated ion channels, this domain is a dynamic voltage sensor with positively
charged residues in S4 critical for voltage gating245. By contrast, the TRPV6cryst S1-S4 domain
lacks positively charged residues. Rather, the packing of aromatic side chains in S1-S4
rigidifies the helical bundle conformation (Figure 3.6c), suggesting that this domain remains
relatively static during gating. The linker between the S1-S4 domain and pore domain is
unstructured, which is a marked contrast from other TRP channels, where it assumes a helical
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conformation and mediates interdomain interactions218,242. Whether this disparity reflects
functional divergence or results from differences in hydrophobic environment (detergent vs.
amphipols) needs further investigation. Following S6 is the TRP box, a signature TRP channel
domain comprised of an amphipathic helix (TRP helix) that runs parallel to the membrane and
interacts with intracellular soluble domains in a manner analogous to TRPV1 and TRPA1218,242.

Figure 3.4. Architecture and domain organization of TRPV6cryst. a-c, Side (a), bottom (b), and top (c) views of
the TRPV6cryst tetramer, with each subunit shown in different color. d, Domain organization diagram of the TRPV6
subunit. e-f, Two views of the TRPV6cryst subunit, with domains colored as in d.
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Figure 3.5. Sequence Alignment of rat TRPV subtypes. Secondary structure elements are depicted above the
sequence. Dashed lines show residues in the TRPV6cryst construct not included in the TRPV6cryst structural model.
Red boxes and a red arrow highlight substitution mutations and the C-terminal truncation point in TRPV6cryst,
respectively (see methods). ¥ marks the N-linked glycosylation site in the extracellular loop connecting S1 and S2
conserved in TRPV6 (and TRPV5) channels. The thick red line marks the location of the selectivity filter.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of TRPV6cryst and TRPV1. a, Bottom up view of TRPV6cryst (blue) and TRPV1 (salmon)
tetramers, with ankyrin repeat domain and linker domain helices shown as cylinders. When S1-S4 domains are
aligned, as shown, the cytoplasmic skirt of TRPV6 is rotated clockwise with respect to the cytoplasmic skirt of
TRPV1. b, Side view of TRPV6cryst (blue) and TRPV1 (salmon) monomers with S1-S4 domain based alignment.
The ankyrin repeat domain of TRPV1 extends slightly further into the cytoplasm than TRPV6cryst. c, Alignment of
TRPV6cryst (blue) and TRPV1 (salmon) transmembrane domains. Adjacent S1-S4 and pore domains are shown for
comparison. Similar to TRPV1, aromatic residues pack against each other to immobilize the TRPV6cryst S1-S4
domain core (shown as sticks). The absence of curvature in S5 and the long extracellular S1-S2 loop protruding
toward the pore are distinct features of the TRPV6cryst TM domain. d, Alignment of the TRPV6cryst TRP helix, Cterminal hook, and three stranded β-sheet with homologous domains in the TRPV1. Conserved residues (Figure
3.5) are shown in stick representation.
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Although the overall domain organization resembles TRPV1218 and to a lesser degree,
TRPA1242, electron density corresponding to the linker between S6 and TRP helix (Figure 3.2f)
indicates that the polypeptide chain connectivity between these two helices is distinct in
TRPV6cryst. In turn, to infer the relative protomer assignment of the S1-S4 domain and pore
domain, we tested the formation of intersubunit crosslinks between the N-terminal helix (which
precedes the S1-S4 domain) and the C-terminal β-strand β3 (which follows the pore domain
and TRP helix) (Figure 3.7). The formation of a higher molecular weight species for the
crosslink mutant pair D34C-R631C (in the native protein, these residues appear to form a salt
bridge; Figure 3.8c) indicates that the neighboring N- and C-terminal domains are from
different protomers. Taken together, the crosslink experiments and distinct connectivity in the
S6-TRP helix linker imply a non-swapped TM domain arrangement in which the S1-S4 domain
and pore domain of the same protomer are packed against each other. Although this
unexpected domain arrangement may have profound implications regarding channel assembly
and functional coupling of the TRPV6 pore with other domains, we present this aspect of the
TRPV6cryst model cautiously due to the absence of interpretable density for the S4-S5 linker.
Of note, in the partially-refined molecular replacement structural solution of rV6-C2-NQ
crystals belonging to the C2221 space group described in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.14),
interpretable density for the S4-S5 linker is similarly absent for both protomers in the
asmymetric unit. Therefore the non-domain swapped architecture and absence of density for
the S4-S5 linker does not appear to be product of lattice effects specific to the TRPV6cryst
crystals in the P4212 space group, and rather a property of the detergent solubilized protein.
Interestingly, a non-domain swapped architecture was observed in the recently reported cryoEM reconstruction of the Eag1 potassium channel248 (which has the same tetrameric
membrane topology as TRP channels), revealing that this distinct domain arrangement would
not be unique to TRPV6.
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Figure 3.7. Cysteine crosslinking at the intracellular skirt interface. a, The TRPV6cryst tetramer with each
subunit colored differently (top panel) and expanded view of boxed region (bottom panel), with cysteine-substituted
residues shown as sticks. Dashed line and label show Cα-Cα distance. b, SDS-PAGE (4-20% gradient gel) analysis
of purified TRPV6 cysteine-substituted mutants in the presence (left) and absence (right) of reducing agent.
Cysteines were introduced into a background construct (TRPV6CysKO), in which exposed cysteines in TRPV6cryst
were mutated to serine or alanine (C14S, C20S, C70A, C610A and C618A) to prevent nonspecific aggregation.
Positions corresponding to monomer and tetramer bands are indicated by filled and open triangles, respectively.
The appearance of a robust band corresponding to covalently crosslinked tetramer in the D34C-R631C double
mutant indicates that the interacting N-terminal helix and β3 strand are from different protomers. Taken together
with the unique S6-TRP helix linker connectivity (Figure 3.2f), this data suggests a non-swapped arrangement of
the pore and S1-S4 domains. However, in the absence of interpretable density for the S4-S5 linker, we suggest
cautious interpretation of this domain arrangement. c, FSEC analysis of purified TRPV6CysKO crosslink mutants in
the absence of reducing agent. Each trace shows a single major peak with elution time corresponding to the
TRPV6cryst tetramer (black trace).

Assembly and subunit interfaces
Assembly of TRPV6cryst is mediated by multiple interdomain interfaces (Figure 3.8). In the TM
domain, interfaces formed by the pore domain helices stabilize the tetrameric assembly.
Additionally, close packing of S5 against S4 and S1 of the adjacent S1-S4 domain immobilizes
the pore module with respect to the S1-S4 domain (Figure 3.8a), a trait that is reminiscent of
the Slo2.2 K+ channel249 and distinct from voltage-gated channels245. Further, the S1-S2
extracellular loop contacts the S5-P and P-S6 loops (Figure 3.7a). This interaction hints at a
structural basis for the regulation of TRPV5 and TRPV6 function by the beta glucuronidase
klotho, which modulates channel activity by modifying the conserved N-linked glycosylation
site226 located in the middle of this loop (N357 in TRPV6cryst).
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The intracellular domains of TRPV5 and TRPV6 have been implicated in tetrameric
assembly113,114, trafficking250,251, and regulation of channel activity by the Ca2+ sensor
calmodulin97,100,243,252. The structure of TRPV6cryst reveals that numerous non-contiguous
intracellular domains engage in extensive inter- and intrasubunit interactions (Figure 3.8c). At
the center of these interactions is the N-terminal helix, which is positioned as a pillar along the
corners of the intracellular skirt. The face of the N-terminal helix pointing toward the central
intracellular cavity engages in cross-subunit interactions with the three-stranded beta sheet.
This interaction is apparently stabilized by putative salt bridges formed by R33-E633 and D34R631, as well as a hydrogen bond involving N37 and W267. Notably, mutation of the
equivalent D34 to alanine abolished Ca2+ uptake function in TRPV5250, suggesting the
functional importance of this interaction. The N-terminal helix also contacts the C-terminal
hook from the adjacent protomer via hydrophobic interactions. Further, the N-terminal helix
engages the Pre-S1 helix from an adjacent subunit through a tripartate hydrogen bond
network between S28, Q31, and R322.

Since the N-terminal helix is a hub for domain

interactions, endogenous or exogenous factors could allosterically modulate channel activity
by inducing movement or conformational changes in the N-terminal helix. Apart from the Nterminal helix, the conserved GP turn between β1 and β2 (Figure 3.5) interacts with the
ankyrin domain of an adjacent subunit in an analogous way to TRPV1218. In particular, Y269
from β1 protrudes deep into the neighboring ankyrin domain to form an intersubunit hydrogen
bond with Q118 in the second ankyrin domain finger (Fig. 3.8c).
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Figure 3.8. Domain interfaces. a, Interface between
S1-S4 domain and pore domain, comprised of TM
helices S4 and S5 and extracellular loops S1-S2, S5-P
and P-S6. b, Side view of the TRPV6cryst tetramer with
domains colored differently. Boxes indicate domain
interfaces expanded in a and c. c, Interfaces between
soluble domains. Residues at domain interfaces in a
and c are shown in stick representation, with potential
hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions shown as
dashed lines. The predicted N-linked glycosylation site
conserved in TRPV6 channels, N357 in TRPV6cryst, is
labeled red in a.

We observed a robust cylindrical density
at the intersubunit interface formed by the
second and third ankyrin repeats and three
stranded β-sheet of adjacent subunits (Figure
3.9a-b). We have tentatively attributed this
density to desthiobiotin (DTB), which was
included as an eluent in the TRPV6cryst affinity
purification procedure (see Methods). Further
work is necessary to elucidate a functional
effect, if any, of DTB-like compounds on
TRPV6 activity. Interestingly, the DTB binding
site

overlaps

revealed

in

with
the

the

ATP-binding

ankryin

domain

site

crystal

structure of TRPV1253 (Figure 3.9c-e), which
was later demonstrated to be conserved in
TRPV3 and TRPV4117. The presence of
desthiobiotin close to this location in TRPV6
corroborates the assertion made by Liao et
al.218 that ligands
modulate activity by perturbing subunit interactions.
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Figure 3.9. Putative desthiobiotin binding site at the intracellular intersubunit interface. a-b, The putative
desthiobiotin (DTB) binding site is comprised of a pocket formed by the N-terminal helix and ankyrin repeats 2
through 4 of one subunit (blue) and the linker domain of an adjacent subunit (green). DTB is shown as ball and
stick, with 2Fo-Fc density shown as grey mesh (45-3.25 Å, 1.0σ). In a, residues that contact DTB are shown as
sticks. In b, the binding pocket is shown in surface representation. c-e, comparison of the putative DTB binding
site in TRPV6cryst (c) and the ATP binding site in the crystal structure of the TRPV1 ankyrin domain (d, PDB entry
code 2PNN). DTB and ATP are shown in ball and stick. While the ATP binding site in TRPV1 is shifted toward
ankyrin repeat finger 1, both binding sites are located at intersubunit interfaces, as illustrated when the structures
are superimposed (e).

Ion-conducting pore
The extracellular portion of the TRPV6cryst ion-conducting pore is formed by extracellular loops
connecting the P-loop helix to S5 and S6, while the rest of the ion conduction pathway is
formed entirely by the S6 helices (Figure 3.10). Such pore architecture is conserved over the
entire family of tetrameric ion channels (Figure 3.11).
The region connecting S5 and S6 contains eight acidic residues per protomer, four of
which face the ion conduction pathway to produce a highly electronegative “mouth” to the pore
(Figure 3.10a-c), which may attract calcium and other cations. Below this extracellular
vestibule is a four-residue selectivity filter (538TIID541) that defines the upper (extracellular) pore
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constriction (Figure 3.10d-f). The side chains of D541, which have previously been identified
as critical for Ca2+ selectivity, permeation, and voltage-dependent Mg2+ block87, protrude
toward the pore central axis to produce a minimum pore diameter of 4.6 Å (Figure 3.10f-g) at
the upper tip of the selectivity filter, in agreement with a 5.4-Å pore diameter predicted in
organic cation permeability experiments93. Three membrane-buried phenylalanine residues
(F530, F533 and F536) in the pore helix may restrict its dynamics. Notably, all three of these
phenylalanines are conserved in TRPV5-6, but only one is conserved in TRPV1-4 (Figure 3.5).
A relatively static outer pore domain could reflect a key difference between TRPV5/6 and other
TRPV channels, which have evolved to gate in response to various stimuli and thus should
display a higher degree of structural plasticity. Indeed, cryo-EM analysis of TRPV1 reveals that
the pore helix and selectivity filter undergo significant movements during gating by toxins or
capsaicin177.
Below the selectivity filter, the side chains of S6 define the composition of the pore.
Initially, the pore widens into a large, mainly hydrophobic cavity lined by T566, M569, and
L570 (Figure 3.10e). Lateral pore portals leading toward this cavity (Fig. 3.10a-b) may provide
hydrophobic access to the permeation pathway for small molecules or lipids, similar to voltage
gated Na+ channels246. The large diameter of the hydrophobic cavity (~13 Å) can easily
accommodate a fully hydrated calcium ion, which has an effective diameter of 8-10 Å. The S6
helices cross at the intracellular portion of the channel, where the M577 side chains form the
narrowest constriction (5.1 Å diameter) and define the lower gate (Figure 3.10d-f).
Importantly, anomalous diffraction from crystals grown with selenomethionine-labeled protein
showed a robust signal (Figure 3.10h, Figure 3.4c), confirming that M577 side chains occlude
the pore, and that the lower gate in TRPV6cryst is closed. Notably, methionines also plug the
lower gates of the prokaryotic voltage gated Na+ channel NaVAb246 (Figure 3.11b) and the Na+activated K+ channel Slo2.2249 (Figure 3.11c), indicating that the closed conformation of the
lower gate can be chemically similar for Na+, K+ and Ca2+ selective channels. Interestingly,
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despite high sequence conservation in this region (Figure 3.5), in TRPV1, the equivalent
residue to TRPV6 M577 points away from the pore axis (Figure 3.11a), where its hydrogen
bonding with a glutamate side chain in the S4-S5 linker is proposed to be involved in gatingrelated movements177.

Figure 3.10 Permeation pathway. a-c, Side (a), central slice (b) and top (c) views of TRPV6cryst structure in
surface representation, colored by electrostatic potential. Locations of side pore portals, intracellular portals, pore
constrictions at the selectivity filter and intracellular gate, and electronegative extracellular vestibule are highlighted.
d, Ribbon diagram of the TRPV6cryst tetramer, with ion conduction pathway shown in cyan. e, expanded view of the
TRPV6cryst pore, with front and back subunits excluded for clarity. Acidic side chains in the extracellular vestibule
and pore-lining side chains are shown as sticks. f, radius of the pore calculated using HOLE. D541 and M577 form
narrow constrictions at the selectivity filter and intracellular gate, respectively. g-h, Top views of narrow
constrictions formed by D541 (g) and M577 (h). In h, blue and pink mesh shows electron density for M577 (2FO-FC,
45-3.25 Å, 1.0σ) and anomalous difference electron density from selenomethione-labeled crystal (30-5.00 Å, 3.0σ),
respectively.
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of the ion channel pore in TRPV6cryst with other tetrameric ion channels. a-l, The
pore of TRPV6cryst (yellow ribbon) was aligned with TRPV1 (a, PDB entry code 3J5P), NaVAb (b, PDB entry code
3RVY), Slo2.2 (c, PDB entry code 5A6E), TRPA1 (d, PDB entry code 3J9P), KV1.2 (e, PDB entry code 2R9R),
KcsA (f, PDB entry code 1BL8), InsP3R1 (g, PDB entry code 3JAV), RyR1 (h, PDB entry code 3J8H), NaVRh (i,
PDB entry code 4DXW), CaVAb (j, PDB entry code 4MVM), CaV1.1 domains I and III (k, PDB entry code 3JBR),
and CaV1.1 domains II and IV (l, PDB entry code 3JBR). In each of the alignments, acidic residues located at or
2+
close to the selectivity filter region are shown as sticks for comparison. Notably, structures of Ca permeable
channels (a, d, g, h, j, k, l) display a high concentration of acidic residues in the outer pore region. In a-c,
methionine residues close to the S6 bundle crossing are shown as sticks. Notably, the methionine at the lower gate
points away from the pore in TRPV1 (a), despite high sequence conservation in this region among TRPV channels
(Figure 3.5). In Slo2.2 (b) and NaVAb (c), methionine side chains occlude the lower gate, as in TRPV6cryst. m-o,
2+
Comparison of calcium binding sites in TRPV6cryst (m), the engineered voltage gated Ca channel CaVAb (n), and
2+
the putative Ca site in Cav1.1 (o, domains I and III are shown). Residues comprising the selectivity filters are
2+
shown in stick representation. Ca ions are shown as green spheres. Sites 1 and 2 from TRPV6cryst overlap with
the positions of Sites 1 and 3 from CaVAb, respectively. While it has been proposed that due to electrostatic
2+
repulsion, Sites 1, 2 and 3 cannot be simultaneously occupied in CaVAb, distances between Ca binding sites in
2+
TRPV6cryst are sufficiently large such that they can be simultaneously occupied. The putative Ca site in CaV1.1 is
near the equivalent location of Site 2 in CaVAb.
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Cation binding sites
Previous research has proposed that TRPV5 and TRPV6 achieve their exceptional Ca2+
selectivity through binding of Ca2+ to the selectivity filter87. Indeed, we observed a strong 2Fo-Fc
density consistent with a bound ion at the central pore axis, surrounded closely by the
carbonyl oxygens of D541 side chains (Figure 3.2e). Since the pore diameter here (4.6 Å) is
large enough to accommodate a dehydrated calcium ion (2.0 Å diameter), we contend that the
selectivity filter is captured in a Ca2+-conducting state. To further resolve cation-binding sites in
the pore, we co-crystallized TRPV6cryst with Ca2+, Ba2+ or Gd3+, which have various permeation
and channel-blocking properties88 (Figure 3.1) and collected X-ray diffraction data to locate
anomalous difference peaks.
The anomalous difference peaks suggest the presence of four types of cation binding
sites in the TRPV6cryst channel pore (Figure 3.12). Notably, two of these sites have locations
approximately equivalent to Ca2+ sites in the genetically engineered Ca2+-selective channel
CaVAb190, but none of these sites overlap with the putative Ca2+ site in CaV1.1254 (Figure
3.11m-o). For Ba2+ and Gd3+, four symmetry-related peaks were observed in the TRPV6cryst
outer vestibule, in the vicinity of D517, E518 and D547 (Figure 3.12c-f). Interestingly, the Ba2+
and Gd3+ sites occupy distinct locations, probably due to difference in charge density. Although
these signals were not observed for TRPV6cryst co-crystallized with Ca2+ (Figure 3.12a-b),
presumably due to lower affinity, reduced occupancy, or weaker anomalous signal, we
speculate that the highly electronegative outer vestibule is involved in the general recruitment
of cations toward the extracellular vestibule of the TRPV6 channel. Lower affinity of the
recruitment sites compared to the main binding site in the center of the pore for Gd3+ is
consistent with the results of isothermal titration calorimetry experiments (Figure 3.13).
The strongest anomalous difference peaks for Ca2+ and Gd3+ were observed along the
central pore axis at or near the same plane as D541 side chains (Figure 3.12a-b,e-f),
indicating that this locus comprises the main cation binding site (Site 1). The cation-oxygen
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distance of 2.4 Å matches the reported average Ca2+-oxygen distance of 2.4 Å calculated from
crystal structures of various classes of Ca2+-binding proteins255. This minimal interatomic
distance suggests that the carboxylate oxygens of D541 directly coordinate the bound cation,
and thus Ca2+ is likely to be at least partially dehydrated at this site.

Similarly, for the

hexameric Ca2+ release-activated channel Orai, structural studies suggest that Ca2+ selectivity
is achieved by direct coordination of Ca2+ by a ring of glutamate residues at the extracellular
entrance to the pore189. By contrast, in CaVAb, the permeant Ca2+ ion indirectly interacts with
the pore through water molecules190. The presence of a robust Gd3+ signal at Site 1 shows that
trivalents can bind at D541 as well (Figure 3.12e-f).
For Ca2+ and Ba2+, an additional anomalous difference signal is observed at the center of
the pore, 6-8 Å below Site 1, between the backbone carbonyls and side chain hydroxyl groups
of T538 (Site 2). The greater Ca2+/Ba2+-oxygen distance at Site 2 (~4 Å, Figure 3.12a,c)
indicates that the cation is equatorially hydrated at this location. Although the chemical
environment of Site 2 suggests that it binds cations at lower affinity than Site 1, the Ba2+ signal
is stronger at this site (Table 3.2). The different relative anomalous peak intensities of Sites 1
and 2 by Ca2+ and Ba2+, as well as their slightly different positions at Site 1, may arise from the
influence of the greater size of Ba2+ (~3 Å diameter) than Ca2+ (~2 Å diameter) on the way the
cations interact with the selectivity filter. This observation implies that the TRPV6 selectivity
filter discriminates ions on the basis of size as well as charge.
Anomalous difference peaks were observed for Ca2+ and Ba2+ 6.8 Å below Site 2 in the
center of the hydrophobic cavity, at the level of M569 (Site 3, Fig. 3.12a,c). For Ca2+, the
anomalous peak at Site 3 is less robust (Table 3.2), presumably due to weaker anomalous
diffraction properties. The strong Ba2+ signal at Site 3 suggests that cations bound here are
ordered by water molecules, similar to the K+ ion observed in the hydrophobic cavity of a
KcsA-Fab complex256. In turn, the water molecules of the Ca2+ or Ba2+ hydration complex at
Site 3 are likely held in place by weak hydrogen bonding interactions involving side chains or
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backbone carbonyl oxygens lining the hydrophobic cavity (residues 566-576). Additionally, the
pore helix dipoles, which point their partial negative charge toward Site 3, may also play a role
in creating a favorable electrostatic environment for cation binding in the hydrophobic cavity,
as originally proposed for KcsA94.

Figure 3.12. Cation binding sites in the TRPV6cryst pore. Side (a,c,e) and top (b,d,f) views of the TRPV6cryst
pore, with residues important for cation binding shown in stick representation. Front and back subunits in a, c and e
2+
are removed for clarity. Green, blue and pink mesh shows anomalous difference electron density for Ca (a-b, 382+
3+
4.59 Å, 2.7σ), Ba (c-d, 38-4.59 Å, 3.5σ) and Gd (e-f, 38-4.59 Å, 7σ) and ions are shown as spheres of the
2+
corresponding color. Purple mesh shows simulated-annealing FO-FC electron density maps contoured at 3σ for Ca
2+
3+
and Ba and at 4σ for Gd . The amplitudes of the anomalous peaks are listed in Table 3.2. D547 and E518 side
2+
3+
chains are apparently involved in coordination of Ba ions at the recruitment sites. The Gd recruitment sites are
2+
distinct from Ba and apparently involve coordination by D517, E518, and D547 side chains.
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Ca

2+

Ba

2+

Gd

3+

Sites
Site 1

10.2

4.4

31.40

Site 2

7.5

14.6

–

Site 3

3.6

4.6

–

Recruitment
Site

–

4.2

8.0

Table 3.2. Anomalous peak amplitudes. Peak amplitudes are given in σ. No numbers are given if the

peaks are not observed.

Mechanism of ion permeation
The pore architecture and locations of cation binding sites in the TRPV6cryst structure (Figure
3.14a-d) illuminate a potential calcium permeation mechanism (Figure 3.14e). The close
proximity of carboxylate side chains at Site 1 suggests that in the present pore conformation,
the absence of a bound Ca2+ ion would be energetically unfavorable due to charge repulsion
between D541 side chains. Thus, it is likely that a Ca2+ ion is, in effect, constitutively bound at
Site 1 and removal of a Ca2+ ion from Site 1 would require immediate replacement with another
Ca2+ ion, necessitating a “knock off” mechanism of permeation similar to the genetically
engineered Ca2+-selective channel CaVAb190. Given the large energetic barrier of displacing a
Ca2+ ion at Site 1, a substantially high local concentration of Ca2+ would be necessary for
permeation to proceed at physiological membrane voltages. The presence of the recruitment
sites in the highly electronegative extracellular vestibule might serve this purpose.
As direct coordination by aspartate side chains suggests that Site 1 is the highest
affinity site for Ca2+ in TRPV6 channel pore, knock-off from Site 1 is likely to be the ratelimiting step for Ca2+ ions traversing from the outer pore to the hydrophobic cavity. After the
Ca2+ ion is knocked off Site 1, it moves toward Site 2, where it is coordinated through its
hydration shell by the backbone carbonyls and sidechain hydroxyls of T538. In CavAb190, Ca2+
also binds in the middle of the selectivity filter, at a locus between Site 1 and Site 2 of
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TRPV6cryst (Figure 3.11m-n). Although we found no crystallographic evidence for Ca2+ bound
at an equivalent site in TRPV6cryst, it is plausible that such a site, which involves coordination
by carbonyl oxygens that line the selectivity filter, is occupied transiently during stepwise Ca2+
permeation. It is unclear whether a knock-off is necessary for the Ca2+ ion to traverse from Site
2 to Site 3, as electrostatic repulsion between Ca2+ ions at Site 1 and Site 2 (and possibly, the
aforementioned site between Site 1 and 2) may contribute a driving force. At Site 3, the Ca2+
ion is poised to enter the cell.
The anomalous difference peaks for Ba2+ and Gd3+ suggest that the permeation
mechanism of other cations differs from Ca2+ permeation to varying degrees. Ba2+, for
example, apparently has a higher affinity for Site 2 than Site 1 (Supplementary Table 2).
Thus, knock-off of Ba2+ from Site 2 to Site 3 may be slower and more rate-limiting than
knockoff from Site 1 to Site 2. Larger and more positively charged ions such as Gd3+ may
permeate TRPV688 in a manner distinct from divalent cations, since their high charge density
may preclude simultaneous binding at Sites 1 and 2. Nevertheless, trivalents likely block
divalents from permeating by virtue of their strong positive charge, which results in higher
affinity binding at Site 1. Likewise, as suggested by electrophysiological studies of TRPV5/6
mutants85,90, Mg2+ probably blocks monovalent currents by binding at Site 1. Presumably, Ca2+
blocks monovalent currents106 through an analogous mechanism.
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3+

Figure 3.13. Isothermal titration calorimetry analysis of TRPV6 interaction with Gd . a, Gd in the syringe
(700 µM) was titrated into TRPV6 (6.38 µM) loaded into the cell. Measurements were performed at 25°C. The upper
3+
panel shows the raw data for nineteen 2-µl injections of Gd . The area of each injection peak is equal to the total
heat released from that injection. The bottom panel shows the integrated heat per injection versus molar ratio.
3+
Binding of Gd to TRPV6 was analyzed using models with one and two types of binding sites. A model with one
type of binding site was not sufficient to explain the binding isotherm (blue line). In contrast, analyses of the binding
tot
isotherm using the model with two types of binding sites, according to equation Qi = V0Mtot ((n1ΔH1K1[X] / (1 +
tot
th
K1[X])) + (n2ΔH2K2[X] / (1 + K2[X]))), where Qi is total heat after the i injection, V0 is the volume of calorimetric
3+
cell, Mtot is the bulk concentration of protein, [X] is the free concentration of Gd , n1 and n2 are the numbers of type
1 and 2 sites, K1 and K2 are the observed equilibrium constants for each type of the sites, and ∆H1 and ∆H2 are the
corresponding enthalpy changes, satisfactorily described the data (red line) and the corresponding values of
thermodynamic parameters are given in b. The values of ΔG and TΔS were calculated using the following
relationships: ΔG = –RT lnK and ΔG = ΔH – TΔS. b, Table showing the parameters of experimental data fitting to
3+
the model with two types of Gd binding sites. The straightforward interpretation of the ITC results is that the ITC
type 1 (n~1) and type 2 (n~4) sites represent the main (Site 1) and recruitment sites identified crystallographically
3+
(Fig. 3.12e-f). Correspondingly, the affinity to Gd for recruitment sites is ~10 times lower than for Site 1.
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Figure 3.14. Calcium permeation mechanism. a, Side view of TRPV6cryst pore, with front and back subunits
2+
removed for clarity. Residues that surround or contribute to cation binding sites are shown as sticks, and Ca ions
2+
at Sites 1, 2 and 3 are shown as green spheres. b-d, Top views of Ca ions at Sites 1 (b), 2 (c) and 3 (d), with
2+
nearby residues shown as sticks. The interatomic distances illustrated by dashed lines suggest that Ca is directly
2+
coordinated by D541 side chains at Site 1, while a hydrated Ca ion indirectly interacts with the pore at Sites 2 and
2+
2+
3. e, Schematic representation of various Ca occupancy states in TRPV6. Ca ions are shown as green circles,
and the D541 side chains are shown as red sticks. Presumed lower energy states are shown in yellow, and most
probable transitions are highlighted with bold arrows. Occupancy states in which Site 1 is vacant (shown in grey)
are likely to only be transiently populated, due to electrostatic repulsion between D541 side chains. Sufficiently
2+
large distances between Sites 1, 2 and 3 suggest that electrostatic repulsion between Ca ions does not preclude
simultaneous binding at all three sites.

Summary and future prospects
TRPV6 is a uniquely calcium selective TRP channel responsible for calcium entry in epithelial
cells. We show that the intracellular domains of TRPV6 are characterized by robust
intersubunit and interdomain interactions, in large part due to the unique intracellular Nterminal helix (Figure 3.8). Although the intracellular domains are clearly critical for channel
assembly, further studies will be needed to address how these domains are involved in
allosteric regulation of channel activity. A potential avenue of study is to clarify the role of
ligand binding, if any, in the putative desthiobiotin-binding site that is located at an intersubunit
interface (Figure 3.9).
We also show, by crystallographic analysis, locations of binding sites for permeant and
blocking cations in the pore. These results suggest a knock-off mechanism of ion permeation
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(Figure 3.14) and substantiate previous studies90 implicating D541 as a critical determinant of
calcium selectivity. Further studies guided by the structure will provide additional insights into
ion permeation in TRPV6. For example, molecular dynamics simulations will shed light on the
energetics and physical bases of calcium selectivity.
Further structural studies will be necessary to obtain a more complete picture of
TRPV6 gating. In the current TRPV6cryst structure, M577 side chains define a closed or
“deactivated” lower gate. Further studies are necessary to elucidate the open or “activated”
conformation of the lower gate, and whether this conformational change affects cation binding
in the pore.

Notably, planar lipid bilayer studies suggest that the presence of the lipid

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) supports the fully conducting conformation of
TRPV6 in vitro106. Solving structures of TRPV6 in complex with PIP2 or other ligands will be
important to further describe the structural bases of TRPV6 function, especially with regards to
gating. In TRPV1, vanilloids activate the channel by displacing a resident lipid and facilitating a
pulling motion of the S4-S5 linker, which in turn opens the lower gate formed by S6175. Since
the S4-S5 linker is apparently disordered in TRPV6, lipid-dependent gating is likely distinct
from TRPV1. Finally, structures of TRPV6 in complex with inhibitors, such as 2aminoethoxyphenyl borate (2-APB)257 or peptides derived from soricidin73 might aid the design
of drugs targeting TRPV6 with higher specificity and efficacy.

Methods
Constructs
Using fluorescence-detection size exclusion chromatography (FSEC)206, we screened
numerous TRPV5 and TRPV6 orthologs fused to enhanced green fluorescent protein
(eGFP)258 at the C-terminus and identified rat TRPV6 (GenBank EDM15484.1) as the best
candidate for crystallographic trials. The fortuitous spontaneous mutation L495Q generated
during gene synthesis was found to increase expression level of rat TRPV6. C-terminal
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truncation mutants of rat TRPV6-L495Q produced crystals in the C2221 space group that
diffracted to ~6 Å resolution. Based on initial low-resolution molecular replacement solution,
we designed numerous mutations aimed at improving crystal packing, including individual
substitutions of surface residues, fusions with soluble protein partners and flexible loop
deletions. Incorporation of the surface residue mutations L92N and M96Q helped improve the
resolution limit of crystals in the C2221 space group to ~4.0 Å. Further screening of surface
residue mutations yielded the amino acid substitution I62Y, which facilitated crystallization in
the P4212 space group and improved diffraction resolution to 3.25 Å. Inspection of proteinmediated crystal contacts in this crystal form shows that cation-π and/or hydrogen bonding
interactions involving the side chains of I62Y, K63, K66 and F67 may have contributed to the
improved resolution (Figure 3.15 ). The final construct, TRPV6cryst, comprises residues 1-668
and contains the point mutations I62Y, L92N, M96Q and L495Q.

Figure 3.15. Crystal lattice contact of TRPV6cryst. a-b, two views of TRPV6cryst crystal packing in the P4212 space
group. A single TRPV6cryst protomer in the asymmetric unit is shown in blue. c-d, Close up views of boxed region in
a. Contacting residues are shown in stick, and Cα-Cα distances are labeled in d. The crystal contact is apparently
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mediated by cation-π and/or hydrogen bonding interactions between these residues. The tyrosine substitution at
position 62 (isoleucine in wild type rat TRPV6) was required for crystallization in the P4212 space group.

Expression and Purification
TRPV6cryst was introduced into a pEG BacMam vector259 with C-terminal thrombin cleavage
site (LVPRG) followed by eGFP and streptavidin affinity tag (WSHPQFEK). Baculovirus was
made in Sf9 cells. For large scale expression, suspension-adapted HEK 293S cells lacking Nacetyl-glucosaminyltransferase

I

(GnTI)

were

grown

in

Freestyle

293

media

(Life

Technologies) supplemented with 2% FBS at 37˚C in the presence of 5% CO2. The culture
was transduced with P2 baculovirus once cells reached a density of 2.5-3.5 x 106 per ml. After
8-12 hours, 10 mM sodium butyrate was added and the temperature was changed to 30˚C.
Cells were harvested 48-72 hours post-transduction and resuspended in a buffer containing
150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol (βME), 0.8 µM aprotinin, 2
µg/ml leupeptin, 2 mM pepstatin A and 1 mM phenylmethysulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). The cells
were disrupted using a Misonix Sonicator (12 × 15 sec, power level 7), and the resulting
homogenate was clarified using a Sorval centrifuge at 7,500 rpm for 15 min. Crude
membranes were collected by ultracentrifugation for 1 hour in a Beckman Ti45 rotor at 40,000
RPM. The membranes were mechanically homogenized and subsequently solubilized for 2-4
hours in a buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM βME, 20 mM ndodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (DDM), 0.8 µM aprotinin, 2 µg/ml leupeptin, 2 mM pepstatin A
and 1 mM PMSF. After insoluble material was removed by ultracentrifugation, streptavidinlinked resin was added to the supernatant and rotated for 4-16 hours. Resin was washed with
10 column volumes of wash buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM βME,
and 1 mM DDM, and the protein was eluted using wash buffer supplemented with 2.5 mM Ddesthiobiotin. The eluted fusion protein was concentrated to ~1.0 mg/ml and digested with
thrombin at a mass ratio of 1:100 (thrombin:protein) for 1.5 hours at 22˚C. The digested
protein was concentrated and injected into a Superose 6 column equilibrated in a buffer
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composed of 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM βME, and 0.5 mM DDM. 10 mM
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) was added to fractions with elution time corresponding
to the tetrameric channel, and protein was concentrated to 2.5-3.0 mg/mL using 100 kDa
MWCO concentrator.

All purification steps were conducted on ice or at 4˚C. Typical

purifications yielded ~1 mg of purified protein per liter of transduced cells.
Protocols to express selenomethionine-labeled protein in HEK cells were adapted from
literature260. 6-8 hours after transduction, cells were pelleted and resuspended in DMEM (Life
Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS and lacking L-methionine.

After shaking

methionine-depleted cells for 6 hours at 37˚C, 60 mg of L-selenomethionine was added per
liter of cells. 36-48 hours after transduction, cells were harvested and protein was purified
using the same protocol as described above, except for the addition of 4 mM L-methionine to
all purification buffers, excluding the final gel filtration buffer. This procedure yielded ~0.4 mg
of selenomethionine-labeled protein per liter of transduced cells.

Crystallization and structure determination
Initial high throughput vapor diffusion crystallization screens showed that purified TRPV6cryst
crystallizes in numerous conditions containing low molecular weight polyethylene glycols (PEG
300, PEG 350 monomethyl ether (MME), PEG 400, or PEG 550 MME). The best crystals
were grown using a reservoir solution consisting of 20-24% PEG 350 MME, 50 mM NaCl, and
50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0-8.5. To increase crystal size, 50 mM ammonium formate was added
to the protein immediately before crystallization. 2.0 µl of protein was mixed with 1.0-1.2 µl of
reservoir solution, and incubated at 20˚C in hanging drop vapor diffusion trays. Crystals grew
as thin plates and reached full size (~400 µm x ~120 µm x ~20 µm) within 2 weeks. Crystals
were cryoprotected by incubating for a short time in a solution containing 33-36% PEG 350
MME, 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.2, 0.5 mM DDM, and 50 mM ammonium formate,
and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. To obtain crystals with Ca2+, Ba2+ or Gd3+, protein was
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incubated with 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM BaCl2 or 1 mM GdCl3 , respectively, for at least 1 hour at
4˚C prior to crystallization. Crystals of selenomethionine-labeled protein were grown and
cryoprotected using the same procedure as native protein.
Diffraction data collected at APS (beamlines 24-ID-C/E), NSLS (beamlines X25 or X29)
or ALS (beamlines 5.0.1 or 5.0.2) was processed using XDS227 or HKL2000261. The initial
structural solution was obtained by molecular replacement using Phaser262 and the structure of
mouse TRPV6 ankyrin domain (PDB ID: 2RFA)38 as a search probe and the rest of the
molecule was iteratively built using rat TRPV1 structure (PDB ID: 3J5P)218 as a guide. The
model was refined by alternating cycles of building in COOT219 and automatic refinement in
Phenix263 and Refmac264. Correct sequence registry was aided by anomalous difference
Fourier maps calculated from crystals grown in the presence of 10 mM Ca2+ to highlight sulfur
atoms of cysteines and methionines, and from crystals labeled with selenomethionine to
highlight selenium atoms (Figure 3.3). To confirm sequence registry in the C-terminal region,
where native methionines are absent, selenomethionine-labeled crystals were produced for
protein containing a methionine substitution at L630 (L630M). The anomalous difference
Fourier maps were calculated from X-ray diffraction data collected at 1.75 Å for Ca2+ and Ba2+,
1.71 Å for Gd3+ and 0.979 Å for selenium. All structural figures were prepared in PyMol232.
Surface representation of the ion permeation pathway was generated using the PyMol plugin
version of Caver265. The pore radius was calculated using HOLE266. Coordinates of native, Ca2+
bound, Ba2+ bound, and Gd3+ bound TRPV6cryst were deposited in to the PDB with accession codes
5IWK, 5IWP, 5IWR, 5IWT.

Fura 2-AM measurements
Wild type rat TRPV6 or TRPV6cryst fused to C-terminal strep tag was expressed in HEK cells
as described above. 48-72 hours after transduction, cells were harvested by centrifugation at
600 g for 5 minutes. The cells were resuspended in pre-warmed modified HBS (118 mM
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NaCl, 4.8 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM D-glucose, 10 mM HEPES pH 7.4) containing 5 µg/mL
of Fura2-AM (Life Technologies) and incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes. The loaded cells were
then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 600 g, and resuspended in prewarmed, modified HBS and
incubated again at 37°C for 20-30 minutes in the dark. The cells were subsequently pelleted
and washed twice, then resuspended in modified HBS for experiments. The cells were kept
on ice in the dark for maximum of ~2 hours before fluorescence measurements, which were
conducted using spectrofluorometer QuantaMasterTM 40 (Photon Technology International) at
room temperature in a quartz cuvette under constant stirring. Intracellular Ca2+ was measured
by taking the ratio of two excitation wavelengths (340 and 380 nm) at one emission
wavelength (510 nm). The excitation wavelength was switched at 1-s intervals.

Isothermal titration calorimetry experiments
To study the energetics of Gd3+ block, we carried out isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
experiments. For these experiments, we used a MicroCal Auto-iTC200 (Malvern Instruments
Ltd, UK) instrument at the Columbia University ITC Facility. Wild type TRPV6 protein was
purified in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DDM and 1 mM βME (buffer A)
and the same buffer A was also used to dissolve the desired concentrations of Gd3+ to avoid
buffer mismatch. The experiments were carried out at 25°C using 2-µl volume injections for the
titration and 700-rpm stirring speed for mixing the reactants. The experiments were carried out
by titrating 700 µM Gd3+ (by robotically controlled syringe) to 6.38-µM TRPV6 (in cell) at 3-min
intervals. The control experiments were performed to calculate the heat of dilution for each
injection by injecting the same volumes of Gd3+ into buffer A. The data were analyzed using a
specialized program in Origin (MicroCal ITC).
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Cysteine crosslinking experiments
For SDS-PAGE and FSEC analysis, cysteine substitutions were introduced into the TRPV6cryst
background with five exposed cysteines mutated to alanine or serine (C14S, C20S, C70A,
C610A and C618A) and the surface mutation I62Y was reverted to the native isoleucine.
Cysteine-substituted mutants with C-terminal eGFP and streptavidin affinity tag were
expressed in HEK cells in the same way as protein for crystallization and purified with a
modified protocol. Crude cell pellets were resuspended in buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 20
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM βME, 20 mM DDM, 0.8 µM aprotinin, 2 µg/ml leupeptin, 2 mM
pepstatin A, 1 mM PMSF and stirred for 1-3 hours. After insoluble material was removed by
ultracentrifugation, streptavidin-linked resin was added to the supernatant and rotated for 4-16
hours. Further steps were carried out in an identical manner to protein for crystallization as
described above, with the exceptions that the final gel filtration buffer lacked βME, and TCEP
was not added to purified protein. Within 24 hours of purification, the protein samples were run
on a 4-20% SDS-PAGE and visualized by coomassie blue staining. A small portion of protein
was subjected to FSEC analysis206.
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